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1. 1 Architecture
1.1. Architecture
• The architecture is a critical part of the system design.
• It focuses on the collaboration between the components of the system without considering implementation
details such as data representation and algorithms.
The architecture of a software is a structure of the system which contains the software components, their
interfaces and their connections.
The interface of a component defines the way other components can cooperate with it:
• services provided,
• error/exception handling,
• use of shared resources.
• Designing the architecture is a part of the high level design process.
• The architecture contains the most important design decisions and their consequences, that affect the whole
software development process, the software and the maintenance.
1
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• The architectural design is essential, because it is very complicated or even impossible to correct in later
phases.
• Proper architecture can support the satisfaction of different quality attributes without ensuring it.

1.2. Quality attributes
• The probability of the system providing its services when it is required.
• Malfunctioning: inconsistency between a service provides by the system and its specification.
• Failure: the user notices the malfunctioning of the system.
• Fault: the user does not notice malfunctioning.
• The cost of system modification. If platform is changed it is called portability.
• Most frequently it means time restrictions on the services, i.e., the system must provide the answer within a
given time.

1.3. Quality attributes (cont.)
• The system rejects unauthorized use whilst providing services for authorized users. Unauthorized data access
or use of service are examples for security violation.
• For proper testing it is necessary to control the input and inner states of the components and to analyze their
output. The support for testing is essential because 40% of development cost is spent on testing.

1.4. Quality attributes (cont.)
• This considers the ease of use of the system for its users:
• learning to use the software,
• support of efficient use,
• reducing errors,
• customizing the system,
• ensuring the user of system work (showing that an operation is still ongoing or signaling proper execution).

2. 2 Architectural patterns
2.1. Architectural patterns
There are commonly used architectures in softwares, that can be seen as architectural patterns.
Each architectural pattern has effect on the quality attributes of the software, either positive or negative.

2.2. 2.1 Object-oriented architecture
2.3. Object-oriented architecture
2
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• The components are objects, that are connected and communicates through method calls.
• The objects are responsible for the integrity of their hidden inner representation.
•
• The inner representation can be changed independently of other objects (maintenance).
• The objects can have independent execution control (process, thread), and the possible concurrency may
increase performance.
•
• Connections are necessary for communication between objects. If the visible part of an object is to be
changed which is used by other objects, then the modification of connected objects is also required
(maintenance).

2.4. 2.2 Event based architecture
2.5. Event based architecture
• Instead of calling methods directly, components are signaling events, and other components may react to
these events.
• Components must register for events they want to react.
• When an event occurs the assigned methods of each registered component is executed.
• Components raising events have no knowledge of what components react and in what order. The result of the
reaction is also unknown.
•
• Maintenance is well supported.
• It is simple to modify existing components, it has no effect on other components.
• New components can be added, only registration is needed for event handling.
• Components can be removed.
•
• Test support is complicated, because control cannot be supervised.
• Availability can be a problem, because the reactions for an event or when they finished (if reaction should
be taken at all) are unknown.

2.6. 2.3 Layered architecture
2.7. Layered architecture
• The components are structured vertically, each component forming a layer in the hierarchy.

3
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• A layer can only use services from layers on lower levers.
• Closed layer structure: a layer can use services provided only the layer directly below.
• Open layer structure: not closed.
• Well defined interfaces (protocols) are used to access services.
•
• Maintenance and portability is well supported.
• Layers use protocols for communication, thus a layer can be modified independently.
• If a protocol changes only the neighboring layers are effected when closed layer structure is used.
• The layers can be tested independently (with possible simulation of layers below).
• Security can be supported, if security levels are introduced for different layers.
•
• The communication between layers (closed structure) can reduce performance.

2.8. 2.4 Pipes and filters
2.9. Pipes and filters
• The pattern specifies a structure for processing data streams.
• Each component has an input and an output.
• A component reads data from the input, transforms them, and put the result to the output.
• Data transformation is continuous, i.e., data are put to the output before the entire input is processed.
• A component is called filter.
• Data are transferred between filters by pipes.
• The number and arrangement of pipes are arbitrary.
• Filters are independent: cannot share their states and cannot assume anything about surrounding components.
• Filters specify their input and output.
• The input is pushed by previous filters and the output is pulled by successive filters.
• It is capable if pulling and/or pushing data.
• If two active filter is directly connected by a pipe, then either the pipe synchronizes them or one filter is
responsible for communication.
• The organization of filters is linear.
• Each filter is responsible for sending the transformed input data when the transformation is complete. The
role of pipes is negligible.
•
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• Filters are independent and so they can be modified or replaced (maintenance).
• New components can be introduced (maintenance).
• The development or modification of filters can be executed in parallel.
• Performance can be increased if filters are implemented as concurrent processes.
•
• Interactivity cannot be realized (or at least very complicated), that may affect badly the usability.

2.10. 2.5 Collection
2.11. Collection
• The components of this pattern are divided into two types.
• The datastore is a central data structure representing the states of the system.
• The datastore is surrounded by independent outer components using the central datastore.
• The components invoke operations directly on the datastore, and the datastore cannot invoke operations on
the components.
• The datastore may invoke operations on the components based on its state.
• The components invokes operations on the datastore.
• When the state of datastore changes, all components must reflect this change.
• The system reaches its goal step by step iterating changes described.
• Example: Case tool.
•
• Security and availability is supported, the datastore can be responsible for them.
• Data is stored in one place and can be accessed efficiently, that can have positive influence on
performance.
• The outer components can be modified independently, new components can be introduced without
affecting the others.
•
• The modification of the datastore can have severe cost (all outer components may be effected).

2.12. 2.6 Virtual machine, interpreter
2.13. Virtual machine, interpreter
• The problem is specified and a given language and solved by interpreting the language.
• There are four components:
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1. interpreter (state machine, execution engine)
2. internal state (stack)
3. program to be interpreted (statements in the language)
4. program state.
•
• Portability.
•
• Performance.
• If resources are limited the virtual machine cannot be used.

2.14. 2.7 Model - View - Controller
2.15. Model - View - Controller
• It is aimed to support the development of interactive applications with a structure where the GUI changes can
be implemented easily.
• The key concept is separating data from the operation invoked on them using three components.
1. Contains the data and executes operation on them. It is independent from the input and the output. Notifies
the views when data change.
2. The visualization of the output. The data are provided by the model.
3. It is responsible to handle the input from the user, realized usually by event based mechanism. It uses the
methods of model or view for handling an event.
•
• Portability: separating the view makes possible to change the UI (for different standards) independently
from other components.
• Usability: the user can customize the UI.
• The components are reusable. (Existing views can be added to new model.)
•
• Performance: large amount of data and many views may result in increased data transfer, if the model
notifies unaffected views.

2.16. 2.8 Heterogeneous architectures
2.17. Heterogeneous architectures
In practice an architectural pattern solely is not sufficient to achieve proper structure of a system, therefore the
patterns are combined.
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• The structure of component in an architectural pattern corresponds to another architectural pattern. This
nesting can be continued recursively.
• A part of the architectural pattern (one ore more of its components) can be connected to other components
based on another pattern.

3. 3 Object oriented design
3.1. Object Oriented Design
Requirements for a good design:
• Accurate solution for the given problem
• Flexible
• Modification, maintenance
• Extension (with new functionality)
• Easy to understand
• Reusable
Experts create good design, beginners (novices) do not. Why?
• Experts use previous successful designs or parts of it.
• More experience results in larger set of working designs, thus increasing the number of reusable design parts.
• Experts identify parts of a new problem similar to previously solved and adapt the design.
Beginners have no working designs to use.

4. 4 Design patterns
4.1. Design patterns
• General, reusable designs or parts are called design patterns.
• These patterns can be used in the design process, like algorithm or code patterns are used in programming
when code reuse is applied.
• In any human activity an expert has patterns that can be applied to solve problem in the given field.
• Problem: what are these patterns?

4.2. Patterns
Patterns (in any field) have the next four basic components.
• Name is used to refer to the problem and the solution. Usually consists of few (1-3) words indicating the
function of the pattern. Increases the level of abstraction used in problem solution.
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• Problem defines the possible application of the pattern. This is a description containing the problem, the
environment and the possible restrictions and conditions.
• Solution contains the abstract description of components used in the pattern, and their connections,
collaborations.
• Consequences is the description of evaluation of the pattern and compromises necessary.

4.3. 4.1 GoF patterns
4.4. GoF patterns
• Gamma et al. collected successful design components widely used.
• Cataloged the patterns, classified them and created a well defined form for description.
• Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, John Vlissides: Design Patterns - Elements of Reusable ObjectOriented Software, Addison-Wesley Longman, Inc., 1995, ISBN-0-201-63361-2
• Authors are called "Gang of four", the 23 patterns in the book named GoF patterns.
• GoF patterns will be described based on the book.

4.5. Classification of GoF patterns
The authors divided their patterns into three classes.
• Creational patterns create objects, rather than having direct object instantiation. The result is increased
flexibility in deciding which objects need to be created for a given case.
• Structural patterns are used to compose groups of objects into larger structures (e.g.: complex user interfaces
or accounting data).
• Behavioral patterns are used define the communication or collaboration between objects in the system and
how the flow is controlled in a complex system.

4.6. Description format of patterns
The template used for pattern definition by Gamma et al. contains 13 sections.
• Pattern name and classification "The name conveys the essence of the pattern. A good, short name is vital,
because it will become part of the design vocabulary." The classification corresponds to the three classes
introduced.
• Intent A short description of
• the problem the pattern solves,
• the basics and the goal of the pattern,
• the addressed design issue or problem.
• Also known as "Other known names for the pattern, if any."

4.7. Description format of patterns (cont.)
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• Motivation An example problem and its solution based on the design pattern. Shows the classes and objects
involved and their roles in the solution. Helps to understand the more abstract description of the pattern.
• Applicability A short description of the situations in which the pattern can be applied, or possible
improvements for poor designs.
• Structure A graphical, platform independent representation of the classes in the pattern. UML class diagram.
• Participants "The classes, objects participating in the pattern and their responsibilities."
• Collaborations Description of collaboration between the elements to realize the goal of the pattern.

4.8. Description format of patterns (cont.)
• Consequences The following questions should be answered.
• "How does the pattern support its objectives?"
• "What are the trade-offs and results of using the pattern?"
• "What aspect of system structure can be varied independently?"
• Implementation Methods or techniques for implementing the pattern. Advices and restrictions for
implementation, language specific issues.
• Sample code Code fragments demonstrating possible implementation of the pattern in a programming
language.
• Known uses "Examples of the pattern found in real systems."
• Related patterns Name of similar patterns and the differences. Other patterns to be used with this pattern.

4.9. Our description of patterns
• Some aspects of the patterns will be presented based on the GoF book.
• The aim is to provide overview of the patterns, but the description here insufficient to fully understand and
master the patterns.
• For full definition and proper knowledge the GoF book must be used.

4.10. 4.2 Singleton
4.11. Singleton
• singleton, creational.
• Restricts the instantiation of a class to a single object, and provide global access to the sole instance.
It may be essential that some classes can have a single instance only. For example only one file system and one
window manager can be used, more instances result in malfunctions. The unique instance should be accessible
from any point of the program.
Global variables may provide proper access, but it is possible to create more than one instance.
A better solution when the class is responsible to create the unique instance, to manage it, and to guarantee that
no other instance can be created.
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The singleton pattern can be used when:
• A class can have exactly one instance (if any).
• The unique instance must be accessible for clients in a well defined way.
• The class of the unique instance may be specialized by inheritance, and clients should use the extended
instance the same way.

4.11.1. 4.2.1 Solution

4.12. Solution

Singleton provides a class (static) operation returning a reference to a static attribute for clients to access the
unique instance object. Creates the unique instance when it is requested first time, after the instance created is
returned.
Clients may only access the unique instance object using the operation provided by the Singleton class.

4.12.1. 4.2.2 Evaluation

4.13. Evaluation
Benefits of the Singleton pattern are:
• It is guaranteed that exactly one instance of Singleton class can exist.
• The access to the unique instance is managed and controlled by the class.
• The Singleton pattern is better than global variables, because
• the name space is not polluted with unnecessary variables;
• lazy allocation and initialization are possible.
• The behavior defined in Singleton class can be tailored by inheritance if its operations and representation are
refined.
• It easy to allow more than one instance, if needed. The number of instances can be controlled in the instance
creating operation.
Why use singleton instead of global and/or static object? Problems with global objects and their automatic
initialization:
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• It is possible to create more than one instance the same way as the global object is created.
• It is possible, that the data needed to initialize the global objects is not available when the application starts.
Singleton creates objects on demand and we can assume that the values are available at that point of
execution.
• Unpredictable order of dynamic initialization. (The C++ language does not define the calling order of
constructors of global objects in different compile units. This may result in errors, if there are dependencies
between these objects.)
Some problems with Singleton:
• Concurrent systems requires special implementation to guarantee thread safe approach and prevent the
creation of more than one instance. (See double checked locking)
• If it is used when unique instance of a class is not really required, it may result in unnecessary restrictions and
global states.

4.14. Implementation
public class Singleton
{
private static Singleton instance = null;
protected Singleton() { ... }
public static Singleton instance()
{
if ( instance == null )
{
instance = new Singleton();
}
return instance;
}
}

(Not thread safe)

4.15. 4.3 Template method
4.16. Template method
• template method, behavioral.
• "Define the skeleton of an algorithm in an operation, deferring some steps to subclasses. Template method
lets subclasses redefine certain steps of an algorithm without changing the structure of the algorithm."
A frequent task is to find a element in a sequence which satisfies a given condition before another terminating
condition is reached.
Assuming the the elements in the sequence can be iterated uniformly only the condition and the terminating
condition are different in concrete problem instances.
A general solution can be given to the task using these two conditions as building blocks in the algorithm. These
two conditions are abstract functions in the class defining the method for solution.
The general solution can be specialized to a concrete problem by defining these two conditions.
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For example if we want to find an even integer in an integer sequence before the first positive value and positive
value exists, a new EvenSearch subclass class is needed with the two conditions.

The process of downloading data from a file server can be defined with the help of smaller steps that are
involved in each download. The steps involved may differ for different file types or different client platforms,
but the skeleton of the process is the same.
• The file has to be selected somehow. Either navigating the file hierarchy at the server or by searching the
content and choosing the desired file from the search result.
• Information about the file is shown next. This can be different for registered users that are logged in and for
users not logged in.
• Based on the result of access control (public or protected content) different download possibilities are shown.
• For users who logged in a download command is provided.
• For other users log in, sign in or (for public files) free download options are offered.
• After checking the user (even for free download method captcha or something similar should be used to
distinguish humans from bots) and other restrictions the file can be downloaded.
If each step described is realized by an operation, the general flow can be defined in a method by using these
operations as building steps. Different download services should define only the operation, the general
workflow is unchanged.
The template method pattern can be used when:
• It is possible to implement the control logic or structure of an algorithm once by defining elementary steps
with operations. Let subclasses implement the specific behavior by overriding these operations.
• Avoid code duplication: the general behavior implemented once in the template method, necessary variations
are realized in subclasses.
• Control at what point(s) refinement is allowed by defining template method with "hook" operations at specific
points, allowing only specific changes.
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AbstractClass declares abstract primitive hook operations. Their realization is deferred to subclasses.
Implements the template method as the structure of an algorithm. The template method calls primitive hook
operations.
ConcreteClass realizes the primitive hook operations to provide specific behavior in the algorithm. Leaves the
implementation of the constant skeleton of the algorithm to the AbstractClass, realizes only the primitive steps
used in the algorithm.

4.16.1. 4.3.1 Evaluation

4.17. Evaluation
• Template methods are essential for code reuse (e.g., class libraries).
• The control structure that is the result of template method is an inverted control structure, referred as the
Hollywood principle: "Don't call us, we'll call you." This means the template method controls the process by
calling subclass methods when needed.
• Template methods can ensure that the required steps of an algorithm are implemented.
• The primitive operations used by the template method should be protected. This prevents unwanted usage
from outside the template method. Primitive operations that must be overridden are declared abstract. The
template method itself should not be overridden.
• Minimize the number of primitive operations. Increasing the number of operations that need overriding
requires extra programming efforts from clients and makes template method harder to use.
• It is essential for clients to identify the primitive operations of template method to be overridden. Special
prefix can be used in the names to identify these operations.

4.18. 4.4 State
4.19. State
• state (objects for states), behavioral.
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• Make possible for an object to change its behavior based on its internal state. The effect: the object seems to
change its class when its internal state changes.
Let us suppose that a spreadsheet document is given in XML format (e.g. ODF). The appropriate XML file must
be parsed when a document is opened and loaded.
DOM parsers are not suitable for this task since the tree structure becomes too large for even middle sized
spreadsheets. If push or pull parser is used the start and end of the elements and their texts must be processed
and the actual state of parsing must be stored. Processing depends on the current state of parsing, i.e.,
conditional statements are needed in the appropriate operations.
This approach can lead to inconsistency and harder maintenance. The problem becomes more serious as the
number of branches and the number of states increase.
Better approach:
• An abstract class, ParserState, is used to represent the states of the parser. This class declares the operations
that are used in all classes corresponding to an actual state.
• Subclasses of this abstract class implement the specific behavior for possible states.
• The Parser class refers to a ParserState object, and this object represent the current state of parsing. If the state
changes, then the object also changes accordingly.
• State specific requests are delegated to the object.

Consider a strategy game where players control empires. The empires can have different relationship to each
other (e.g., neutral, war, allience) and based on the current relation empires have different possibilities to
interact.
For example send message and simple deal proposals are allowed in each relationship, whereas attacking objects
of other empire requires war. (Before attacking, you have to change the relationship.) Tech and knowledge
transfer may be possible for allied empires, and they can join forces to attack enemy empires.
Instead of checking the type of relation for each time an interaction is initiated, the relationships can be
represented with objects and a request is forwarded to the appropriate object that handles it (executes or blocks
the request) according to its type, i.e., the relation.
When the relationship changes the associated object should be changed only, and the proper behavior is
achieved.
The state pattern can be used when
• The behavior of an object depends on the state and must be changed at running time when the state alters.
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• A cleaner way to change the runtime behavior of an object than using large large conditional statements in
operations. Often the condition depends on the state of the object and this state is checked in several
operations with identical conditional structure. The state pattern uses objects of separate classes for the
branches of the conditional structure.

4.19.1. 4.4.1 Solution

4.20. Solution

Context declares the interface used by clients to manipulate objects with state dependent behavior. Keeps a
reference to an instance of a concrete State subclass object to define the current state, and maintains this
reference.
Forwards requests to the current State object. Passes data needed (as arguments) to the state object handling
the request. May pass itself if necessary to let the state object access the context.
The context or the state objects decides the next state of the context.
State is the common interface of concrete state objects. If state objects determines the next state of context, then
an appropriate method is required in the interface, in addition to request handling operations.
State realizes the behavior corresponding to a state of the Context.
Clients use the context to specify requests. Clients configure the context with a state object initially, but they do
not access the state directly after initialization.

4.20.1. 4.4.2 Evaluation

4.21. Evaluation
• When the state pattern is used a class is created for each state, thus state-specific behaviors are well separated.
It is simple to introduce new states, if required.
• The pattern uses subclasses for different states: one subclass for one state. The structure of the system
contains more classes and the class hierarchy may become more complex. But even so the result is better than
using large (monolithic) conditional statements in several operations.
• The state transitions are explicit, not like when internal variables used.
• State transitions are atomic, and this protect the context from inconsistent internal states.
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• If the state objects do not have instance attributes, then the state objects can be shared, i.e., singletons may be
used.

4.22. 4.5 Strategy
4.23. Strategy
• strategy (policy), behavioral.
• "Define a family of algorithms, encapsulate each one, and make them interchangeable."
Let us assume we have to calculate the volumes of solid bodies (3D objects).
The object can be categorized into different types:
• regular bodies (sphere, cube, tetrahedron,
• prisms (cylinder, brick, triangle based prism,
• pyramids (cone,

),
),

).

The volume
• for regular bodies is a cubic expression of the only datum (radius, size).
• For prisms is the product of the area of the base shape (regular 2D shape) and the height.
• For pyramids is the product of the area of the base shape and the height divided by 3.
A possible class diagram:
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Problems:
• The same class hierarchy is used for subclasses of Prism and Pyramid classes.
• The subclasses define the area of the regular base shape, that is used for volume calculation.
• The matching class pairs in the class hierarchy (e.g. Cylinder - Cone) use the same algorithm to calculate the
area.
• "Duplicate" classes makes the model more complex, introduce redundancy and the possibility of
inconsistency.
Solution:
• Create classes for calculating the area of regular shapes.
• Configure a Prism or Pyramid object with the appropriate shape object, and use its area calculating operation
in volume calculation.
• An abstract class (interface) is necessary to declare the area calculating operation.
• Classes for regular shapes are derived from the abstract class defining the area calculation.
Modified diagram:

The strategy pattern can be used when
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• Different variants of an algorithm must be supported in an application.
• The behavior of individual objects from the same class must be varied. The behavior should be changed at
run-time.
• Define behaviors as separate interfaces and specific classes implementing these interfaces. It is possible to
encapsulate and hide algorithm specific data and representation.
• A class defines many behavior and multiple conditional statements are used in its operations. It is possible to
remove the conditional statements by creating a strategy class for each branch.

4.23.1. 4.5.1 Solution

4.24. Solution

Context can be parameterized with a concrete strategy object and refers to a strategy object.
Context receives requests from clients and forwards them to its strategy.
Cooperates with strategy to realize the algorithm.
Provides data required by the algorithm as operation parameters when calling the methods of the strategy object.
May declare an interface for strategies to access data and may pass itself if necessary, and the strategy calls
context operations when required.
Strategy declares the common interface for all possible algorithms. A context object uses this interface to
execute the concrete algorithm realized by a concrete strategy object.
Strategy implements a concrete algorithm using the interface defined by Strategy.
Clients create a Strategy object and configure the context with it. Afterward clients collaborate only with the
context.

4.24.1. 4.5.2 Evaluation

4.25. Evaluation
• The strategy pattern uses aggregation instead of subclassing. Separates the interfaces and the classes
implementing these interfaces to define behaviors. The result is that the behavior and the class using the
behavior are decoupled. The behavior can be changed without modifying the classes that use it. The classes
can select between behaviors by changing a reference, no code modification is is needed. It is possible to
change behavior at run-time.
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• Strategies may reduce conditional statements.
• Different implementations of the same behavior can be realized by strategies. The client can select a proper
strategy considering different limitations (running time, storage).
• Communication between the strategy and context objects increases the running time.
• Strategies increase the number of objects in the system. If strategies are stateless (no attribute) then they can
be shared by context and singletons may be used.
• Clients must know the different strategies.

4.26. 4.6 Composite
4.27. Composite
• composite, structural.
• Build tree structures from objects that represent part-whole hierarchies and provide an interface for uniform
handling of individual objects and object compositions.
Consider a simple animation program. Characters of animation can be build from graphic primitives (circle,
line, rectangle, picture,
), characters can be collected into groups in order to act uniformly. Larger groups can
be formed from groups, characters and/or primitives.
If primitives, characters, groups are treated differently, the animation becomes to complex. The goal is to
remove the distinction and treat the objects uniformly, e.g., when moving an object in the animation we do not
want to check the type of the object.
An abstract class (Actor) is introduced that describes all objects: primitives and collections. This class declares
operations for animation (e.g. move) and operations for handling collections.
The subclasses are the classes representing the primitives of animation (Line, Circle,
(Group).

) and collections

Subclasses corresponding to primitives do not implement collection handling operations, since they do not
contain inner elements.
Class diagram (attributes are omitted):

The composite pattern can be used when
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• Complex object with a tree structure should be built and represented. The tree structure is hierarchical and
contains recursive compositions.
• Clients should manipulate all objects in the structure in the same way.

4.27.1. 4.6.1 Solution

4.28. Solution

Component is the abstraction for all components in the structure and declares the interface for objects in the
composition. May implement default behavior for some operation of the interface.
Clients interact with objects in the structure through the interface provided.
Leaf represents primitive objects without members in the composition and implements behavior for the
appropriate primitive object. Handles the request directly.
Composite represents an object having member components. Stores and manages member components.
Implements behavior for components having members, realizes or overrides member managing operations.
Forward requests to members, and execute additional operations before and/or after, if necessary.

4.28.1. 4.6.2 Evaluation

4.29. Evaluation
• When Composite pattern is used it is relatively easy to add new kinds of components. New Composite or Leaf
subclasses can cooperate with the client. Clients do not have to change anything for handling the new
components.
• The disadvantage of Composite pattern that it is difficult to handle components with unique behavior
(operation) or constrain its components. Run-time checks are necessary to ensure that a composite can have
only certain type of components or access unique operations.

4.30. Implementation
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1. In order to treat a collection of objects in the same way the member management interface must be defined in
the Component class (root). In this case clients may try to add and remove objects from leaf objects using the
methods present in the common interface, but these operations are not defined for leafs.
2. If member management interface is defined only in the Composite class then safety is increased, because any
attempt to add or remove objects from leaves is impossible. (Compile error in a statically typed language.)
Uniform handling is lost, because the interfaces of leaves and composites are different.
First version (Java):
public abstract class Component
{
public abstract void operation();
public void add(Component c) {} // or exception
public void remove(Component c) {}
public Component get(int i) { return null; }
}
public class Leaf extends Component
{
@Override
public void operation()
{
// ...
}
}

public class Composite extends Component
{
private java.util.ArrayList<Component> members;
public void operation()
{
// additional operations
for (Component m : members)
{
m.operation();
}
// additional operations
}
public void add(Component c) { members.add(c); }
public void remove(Component c) { members.remove(c); }
public Component get(int i) { return members.get(i); }
}

Second version (C++, Gamma et al.):
class Composite;
class Component
{
public:
//...
virtual Composite* getComposite() { return 0; }
};
class Composite : public Component
{
public:
void add(Component*);
// ...
virtual Composite* getComposite() { return this; }
};
class Leaf : public Component
{
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// ...
};

In this version tests are necessary before performing member manipulations.
Component* ref;
Composite* test;
if ( test = ref->getComposite() )
{
test->add(new Leaf());
}

If ref points to a composite object, then the condition satisfied and a new member is added; otherwise the test
fails and nothing happens.
This is essentially equivalent to checking the dynamic type of the reference (e.g. instanceof in Java), and
performing the action only when the dynamic type is appropriate.

4.31. 4.7 Command
4.32. Command
• command (action, transaction), behavioral.
• Encapsulate requests in objects so that clients may be configured with different requests. It is possible to
queue or log requests, and support reversing the effect of operations (undo).
Consider a turn based network game. In a turn a player specifies actions to execute, but the actions has no
effects until the turn is completed. The actions initiated by a player have to be collected by the client program
and at the end of the turn they have to be sent to the server. This actions and their execution are separated,
therefore it is necessary to store the actions.
The server collects the stored action sequences from the clients and merges them into a single sequence and
maybe the order of actions of a player should be changed in this process.
The players' actions must be encapsulated into objects to be able to store, send, reorder and execute them later.
These objects are called commands.
Let us assume that in a simple drawing program it is possible to add new graphical elements (line, rectangle,
) to a picture, and these elements can be moved, deleted later. The program should allow undo and redo the
drawing activities carried out.
For each drawing activity an object (command) can be created which store the data needed to realize the request
(the shape to be added/deleted or the shape and the vector for moves) and these objects can be stored in a
sequence.
When the user invokes an undo request, then the last object of the sequence defines the action to be taken (delete
the shape stored when a shape was added, move the shape by the opposite vector for moves). For redo the action
defined in the object should be executed.
The command pattern can be used when
• Objects should be configured with an action to perform. (Callback function in procedural approach.)
• The timing of requests has to be controlled. The specification of the request and its execution can be separated
in time, since the lifetime of the command object is independent of the original request and can be executed at
different times.
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• It is necessary to provide a way of reversing effects of actions. The interface must be extended by an
unexecute operation that reverses the effect of execute. If commands are stored in a list, arbitrary level of
undo and redo can be achieved by moving backward and forward in the list and calling the unexecute, execute
operations of command objects.
• It is necessary to log and maintain changes in order to be able to repeat them later. (System crash, transaction
handling.)

4.32.1. 4.7.1 Solution

4.33. Solution

Command specifies an interface for executing a method. May have an operation for reversing the effect, if undo
is to be supported.
ConcreteCmd implements the interface defined in the abstract command class. Connects the action to the
receiver object. Invokes the appropriate operation of the receiver.
Client creates the concrete command object to handle the request. Sets the receiver object.
Invoker is the source of the request and configured with a concrete command object by the client.
Receiver knows how to satisfy the request.
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4.33.1. 4.7.2 Evaluation

4.34. Evaluation
• Command separates the invoking object and the performing object, thus new commands can be introduced
without changing the existing code.
• Composite command (macro) can be built from commands. The composite pattern can be used to realize
composite commands.

4.35. 4.8 Memento
4.36. Memento
• memento (token), behavioral.
• Capture the internal state of an object without violating encapsulation. The state of the object can be restored
to the captured state later.
Let us assume that in a system it is necessary to move objects, and it is also necessary to reverse (undo) a move
(in case something unwanted has happened).
The command pattern can be used extending the commands with the unexecute operation. The command stores
the object and the vector of the movement. If the unexecute operation is called the object must be moved in the
opposite direction.
This approach is not sufficient in cases when moving an object has other effects than changing the position of
the object. For example, if the object is a fragile ball and collides with an other object, it may break. This means
that the position and the state are changed. When undo is requested the state of the ball must be restored in
addition to moving it in the opposite direction.
The command object responsible for moving the ball has to store the state of the ball prior to the move to be
able to restore it.
It is also clear that the state must be stored without exposing the internal structure of the object.
Introduce an object (memento) to store the state of the moved object, and store the memento in the move
command. The memento is able to mirror the internal structure of the original object, and only the original
object is able to access that data.
The command object can only require a memento from the object moved, and later can pass the memento to the
object to restore the state based on the information in the memento. The move command has to know nothing
about the internal structure of either the memento or the object moved.
The memento pattern can be used when
• the state of an object must be saved (to be able to restore it later), and
• the object that controls state saving and restoring only stores the state information and the encapsulation of
the source object should not be violated, hidden details should not be revealed.

4.36.1. 4.8.1 Solution

4.37. Solution
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Memento stores the state of the Originator object. The Caretaker cannot change this object. Has two interfaces
for this purpose. Caretaker uses a minimal interface to the Memento just to store an object. Originator uses a
different interface to be able to provide and access the data necessary to restore a previous state.
Originator is the object that is able to save its state by creating a memento which contains its current state.
Restores its state by using a memento when required.
Caretaker controls the saving and restoring of Originator. Requires a memento object form the Originator before
performing an action. Stores the memento, but is not able to use the content of the memento. Passes the
memento to the Originator to return to the state before the action.

4.37.1. 4.8.2 Evaluation

4.38. Evaluation
• Memento avoids revealing internal information of originator and preserves encapsulation.
• An other possible solution when the originator stores its internal states on client request. That makes
originator more complex since it has to store and manage previous states.
• In C++ it is possible to use private members in memento to hide state specific information about originator
and make them accessible for originator object only by declaring originator as a friend class. In Java nested
classes can be used to achieve encapsulation (see next).
public class Originator
{
private State state;
public Memento createMemento()
{
return new Memento(state);
}
public void setMemento(Memento m)
{
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state = m.getState();
}
public class Memento
{
private State state;
public Memento(State state) { this.state = state; }
public State getState()
{ return state; }
}
}

class Caretaker
{
private Originator originator;
...
public void operation()
{
// ...
Originator.Memento m = originator.createMemento();
// ...
originator.setMemento(m);
// ...
}
}

4.39. 4.9 Adapter
4.40. Adapter
• adapter (wrapper), structural.
• Convert the interface of a class into an interface that is compatible with the interface required by clients.
Adapter allows cooperation between classes that could not interact otherwise because of incompatible
interfaces.
A system stores data in an internal form and a new visualization should be added to the system, but in this GUI
data is shown in different structure or form than in the system. (Language may differ and for example a date
value has different format in different languages.)
A possible solution is to insert an object between the system and the GUI. This object provides and realizes the
interface required by the GUI and refers to the system and calls its operations through the reference to
implement the interface. The GUI refers to this new object with the desired interface.
It is also possible to create a class inheriting the GUI interface and the interface provided by the system using
multiple inheritance. The GUI interface is implemented with the operations inherited from the system.
In both cases the original system is unchanged, and we can use its services through an interface compatible with
the GUI.
The adapter pattern can be used when
• An existing class should be used and its interface does not correspond the one is required; and the interface
cannot be modified because the source code of the class is unavailable or the class is for general purpose and
special requirements should not be added to its interface.
• A reusable class should be created that cooperates with previously unknown classes that may have
incompatible interfaces.
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• Object adapter only: Several existing subclasses must be used and adapting their interface with inheritance
results in too complex class hierarchy. The object adapter adapts the interface of the root class in the
hierarchy.

4.40.1. 4.9.1 Solution

4.41. Solution
Class adapter

Object adapter

Target is the interface used by clients.
Adaptee is an existing incompatible interface.
Adapter converts the incompatible interface to the expected one.
Client manipulates objects using the interface declared in target.
Class adapter
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Object adapter

4.41.1. 4.9.2 Evaluation

4.42. Evaluation
• A class adapter uses multiple inheritance to adapt one interface to another.
• Class adapter cannot be used to adapt a class and all its subclasses.
• Adapter may override some behavior of Adaptee (subclass).
• No additional reference is needed.
• An object adapter uses object composition to adapt one interface to another.
• A single Adapter can work with many Adaptees (itself and all of its subclasses).
• It is more difficult to override Adaptee behavior.

4.43. 4.10 Proxy
4.44. Proxy
• proxy (surrogate), structural.
• "Provide a surrogate or placeholder for another object to control access to it."
In your application you use objects that require severe resources and you want to avoid unnecessary delays or
resource allocations because creating objects that may not be used.
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If object instantiation is delayed until objects are actually requested by the client a slow resource consuming
initialization of the system can be avoided.
Another "cheap" object (proxy) is needed for initialization to provide information about the real object.
A real life example for proxy is payment with bank card. Instead of having money with you and paying by cash,
you use your card to "access" your money in the bank, and a transaction is created.
Another example might be the command icons on a computer. When you want to start an application from a
location different from its installed place, you create a command icon there (e.g. desktop), instead of copying the
whole program to the desired location.
Web browsers also use proxy to store remote objects locally (cache) to avoid expensive remote access.
Consider a webpage that contains large videos, animations among other textual information. Downloading
videos requires considerable resources (time, memory, data transfer). If all videos are downloaded when a
webpage is accessed, then the operation is very slow. The user will not accept too long delays for seeing the
content of the page.
It is not necessary to download all videos, because the user usually does not want to watch them
unconditionally.
This allows us to download videos only when the user select them to watch. The page, however, must be
formatted correctly for viewing it, thus the extent of the area the video requires to show must be known.
If the video is replaced in the webpage by a simple object that knows its extent, then correct visualization of the
webpage can be achieved. The object may store additional information (length,
) about the video to provide
data for the person using the webpage.
This proxy replaces the original video while it can satisfy requests (e.g. formatting of webpage or providing
basic information for the user). When an operation (view) requires the original object, the proxy gets an instance
and forwards request to this instance.
The interface of the proxy is identical to the interface of video, thus the browser will not notice the difference
when showing the webpage.
An abstract class is required to define the common interface of video and its proxy, and the video and proxy
classes are subclasses of this abstract class.
The proxy pattern can be used when simple reference to an expensive or unique object is not satisfactory.
• Virtual proxy: Creates objects on demand. (Lazy instantiation.)
• Remote proxy: Provides a local replacement for an object in a different location.
• Protection proxy: Controls access to the original object.
• Smart proxy: Replaces an ordinary reference and executes additional activities.
• Reference counting (smart pointers).
• Lock checking.

4.44.1. 4.10.1 Solution

4.45. Solution
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SubjectProxy has an interface which is identical to the subject. Maintains a reference to the subject and access
the subject if needed. Controls the access of the real subject. (May create or delete it.) Has other responsibilities
depending on its type. (Data cache, permission check,
)
It may satisfy a request if possible. Otherwise the proxy forwards the request to the real object and may perform
additional actions before or after.
Clients refer only indirectly through proxies to the real objects.
AbstractSubject is the common interface for Subject and SubjectProxy to make the proxy invisible for the
clients.
Subject is the object that the proxy replaces.

4.46. 4.11 Prototype
4.47. Prototype
• prototype, creational.
• Specify the objects to be created by a prototype, and create new objects by copying this prototype instance.
Images can be composed from simple graphical objects (e.g., line, rectangle, ellipse,
The user selects the next object to be added from a palette.

) in a drawing program.

A possible solution is to introduce an enumeration of object types, and when the user selects something from the
palette store the appropriate value in a variable. When a new element is to be inserted as response to a mouse
action, then the appropriate object is created by checking the value of the variable in a conditional statement
(switch).
In this approach the selection of the user is "double-checked", i.e., the type is registered first, then it is used in
the conditional statement.
Extending the program with a new object type means that the enumeration and at least one conditional statement
must be modified.
Instead of enumeration we can use another variable to store the currently selected object type, that refers to a
prototype object.
When the user changes the object type in the palette, only this prototype object must be changed so, that it is an
instance of the new type.
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When an object is to be added to the image, then this prototype object is copied (cloned), and the copy is added
to the image.
The interface of all classes representing possible graphical objects has to be extended by the cloning operation.

In strategy games a unit must be designed before it can be built. For example a spaceship design should be
assembled from available components and when the design is created spaceships objects can be created and
used.
The design is created at run-time, thus no special class can be assigned to each possible individual design. The
design should be treated as a prototype and it has to be cloned when an actual ship is built.
The prototype pattern can be used when
• We do not want to create objects with "hard-wired" class names in our application, and
• the class of the object to create is determined at run-time, or
• a class hierarchy of factories that mirrors the class hierarchy of products is unacceptable because of its
complexity, or
• the objects of a class can have a small set of different initial states.
• Copies of objects assembled at run-time should be created.

4.47.1. 4.11.1 Solution

4.48. Solution
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Prototype is the interface for cloning objects and may contain an interface for operations manipulating the
objects.
ConcretePrototype realizes the cloning operation by returning a copy of itself.
Client creates a new object by calling the clone operation of a prototype object instead of creating a new object
directly.
Client uses a common interface to manipulate cloned objects.
• It is important to implement the clone operation correctly. Deep copy is necessary, shallow copy is
insufficient. Therefore in languages where shallow copy is the default (copy constructor in C++), the default
behavior must be redefined.
• If sharing of components is allowed, then it is possible to use shallow copy, but extra consideration is needed.

4.49. 4.12 Decorator
4.50. Decorator
• decorator (wrapper), structural.
• Extend the functionality of an individual object dynamically without affecting the behavior of other objects
from the same class or creating a subclass for this object.
In a programming environment data has to be read from external sources, like files. It is necessary to read bytes
from the file, thus operations for reading a single byte and reading an array of bytes should be provided.
In applications more complex access is required:
• buffered file operations should be used for efficiency reasons;
• simple data type values should be read in directly;
• user defined type values (objects) should be read in.
A possible solution is to create subclasses from the original class, and define new operations in the derived
classes.
This may lead to too many classes and complex class hierarchy.
A more flexible approach is to enclose the original file reader object in another object that adds the required
behavior. The enclosing object is called decorator.
The interface of the decorator contains the operations of the enclosed object, that the clients can use the original
operations without noticing the presence of the decorator. This transparency allows recursive nesting of
decorators.
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(See java.io or UI elements (borders, scrollbars in Java.)
Consider an adventure or role playing computer game where the player controls a hero. The hero may pick up
different objects that change the capabilities of the hero. Some object may enhances or decreases certain
abilities, other objects provide new abilities (e.g. flying, casting spells). When the hero use up an object or
looses it the capabilities are also removed.
The behavior of the hero has to be extended and decreased dynamically depending on what objects it possesses
and this should not affect other heroes.
A possible solution is to wrap the hero in objects providing extra abilities when picking up them, and remove
wrappers when possession is lost.
The decorator pattern can be used when
• The functionality of individual objects has to be extended dynamically at run-time without affecting the
behavior of other object from the same class.
• The extra functionality added to an object can be withdrawn.
• Creating subclasses leads to too many subclasses if all possible combination of extensions is supported.

4.50.1. 4.12.1 Solution

4.51. Solution

Component is the common interface for decorators and objects that can have extended functionalities.
ConcComponent is a class of objects that can have additional functionalities. Implements the common interface
for these objects by realizing the basic functionality.
Decorator refers to an embedded component object. Its interface is identical to the Component class.
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ConcDecorator adds required functionalities to the embedded component. It forwards requests to its embedded
component object. May execute additional activities before and/or after forwarding the request.
May introduce new attributes and/or new operations to satisfy the extra functionality required.

4.51.1. 4.12.2 Evaluation

4.52. Evaluation
• Decorators are more flexible than subclassing. Subclassing adds functionalities at compile time for all objects
to a class whilst functionalities can be added and removed dynamically at run-time by attaching and detaching
decorators.
• Simple classes can be defined and combined functionality can be added piece by piece with decorator objects
instead of creating a complex class to support all possible features.
• A decorated component as an object is not identical to the object itself, thus object identity should not be used
when decorators are applied.

4.53. 4.13 Abstract factory
4.54. Abstract factory
• abstract factory (kit), creational.
• Provide interfaces to create a set of dependent products without specifying their concrete classes.
A portable application must encapsulate platform specific issues.
Consider a system where support of different "look-and-feel" user interfaces (Windows, Macintosh, Linux
variants) should be supported.
After the configuration selected, different UI elements are created, but all elements must belong to the same
family.
The abstract factory pattern can be used when:
• The creation (and the representation) of products should be separated from their usage in a system.
• The system should create one consistent family of products, and more than one family of products can be
selected.
• Products from different families cannot be mixed and this constraint must be guaranteed.

4.54.1. 4.13.1 Solution

4.55. Solution
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AbstractFactory declares the interface for creating abstract product objects, one creation method per product
type.
Leaves product creation to its appropriate subclass, allowing the clients to use the same operation to create
products in different families.
ConcreteFactory determines the actual type of product and creates concrete product objects from a family using
the interface of AbstractFactory.
A single instance of a ConcreteFactory class is usually sufficient (Singleton). This instance creates products
with implementation desired.
AbstractProduct declares the interface of a given type of product.
ConcreteProduct is created by the appropriate concrete factory. Realizes the AbstractProduct interface for the
concrete product.

4.55.1. 4.13.2 Evaluation

4.56. Evaluation
• The client knows nothing about the concrete type of created product, only the abstract interface is used.
Clients do not even have to know the types of product classes in their code.
• Guarantees the consistency among products used by the client.
• It is simple to change between product families, since only the concrete factory objects has to be changed.
• It is difficult to support new kind of product family, since the AbstractFactory interface determines the set of
products to be created. If this interface has to be extended for the new kind of products, then the
AbstractFactory class and all of its subclasses must be modified.

4.57. 4.14 Factory method
4.58. Factory method
• factory method (virtual constructor), creational.
• Provide an interface for creating an object and allow the subclasses decide which class to instantiate, this way
a class may defer instantiation to subclasses.
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Consider a web application where a form is presented to the user and the form should be filled (e.g. personal
data like name, date of birth and so on).
If internationalization is concerned the application should present the form according to the local settings
(language, data format, order of name and date components).
The application must use the form, and retrieve data from it, but is not able to create the appropriate form (or a
conditional statement is required).
The application may have subclasses for different local settings, and it is possible to defer the form creation to
these subclasses. The base class display the form created by the subclass and retrieve data from it.

The factory method pattern can be used when:
• A class is not able to determine the exact type of object to be created, therefore it defers this decision to its
subclasses.
• The creation of an object requires access to information or resources that should not be contained within the
class creating the instance.

4.58.1. 4.14.1 Solution

4.59. Solution

Product specifies the common interface of objects (products) to be created.
ConcreteProduct is the object to be created and used in Creator. Conforms to the Product interface.
Creator declares the factory method for creating products. (It may define a default implementation.) Uses the
factory method to create a product to be used in its operation(s).
ConcreteCreator realizes the factory method to produce a concrete product.
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4.59.1. 4.14.2 Evaluation

4.60. Evaluation
• It is possible to create a consistent family of products, if there is a factory method in creator for each type of
product in the family.
• The product, or family of products to be created can be changed dynamically because only the Product
interface is used in the code.
• If subclasses of Creator class are derived only to create special products then the class hierarchy may be too
complex.

4.61. 4.15 Iterator
4.62. Iterator
• iterator (cursor), behavioral.
• Provide sequential access to the elements of an aggregate object without revealing the representation of the
aggregate.
It is necessary to access elements of an aggregate object without violating its encapsulation, i. e., the
representation must not be revealed. Different traversing can be applied to the same aggregate simultaneously
without any interference.
Extending the interface of aggregate with the operations for different traversals would result in complicated
interface. Another problem arises when a new traversal strategy should be applied.
A better approach is when the traversal operations are separated in a different class.
• The interface of the aggregate remains simple.
• A common interface can be defined for all possible traversal strategies.
• The implementation of the traversal operations are separated in a different class.
• Introducing new traversal policy requires only a new class, the aggregate does not change.
The class responsible for traversing must know the aggregate and its representation (or the aggregate must
provide operation to access its components).
• The class implementing the traversal can only be used to a specific aggregate, and this has to be guaranteed.
The iterator pattern can be used when:
• The elements of a container has to be traversed without revealing the representation of the container.
• Multiple traversal policies for containers are required.
• A uniform interface for traversing should be provided.

4.62.1. 4.15.1 Solution

4.63. Solution
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Iterator is the interface for traversing elements of an aggregate.
ConcreteIterator implements the Iterator interface. Maintains the current position in the aggregate, and is
capable to get the next element.
Aggregate declares an interface for creating an iterator object.
ConcreteAggregate implements the iterator creation operation declared in Aggregate by generating a
ConcreteIterator object which can cooperate with this object during the traversal.
• The createIterator operation in the Aggregate class and its realization in the ConcreteAggregate class is an
example for factory method.
• The operation is necessary to ensure consistency between the aggregate and the iterator (i.e. the iterator is
capable of traversing the aggregate).
• The abstract Aggregate class however cannot know the concrete iterator needed, it only provides an operation
for clients to create an iterator object.
• Clients uses only operation declared in the abstract classes for traversing aggregates.

4.64. 4.16 Observer
4.65. Observer
• observer (dependents, publish-subscribe), behavioral.
• Define a one-to-many dependency between objects so that when the elected object receives an event every
dependent object is notified and can synchronize its state.
Cooperation between a set of objjects is required and consistency between these objects should also be provided.
Direct connections between the objects (and their classes) complicate the structure of the system. The reusability
of these classes are also jeopardized because of their complex relations.
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Often data must be displayed in more than one view at the same time and all display should reflect any changes
in that data.
Consider an online multiplayer computer game. The game engine run on a server and clients can connect to this
server to play game. Players can connect and disconnect any times.
Each player invokes action on the local client. These actions affect the game itself and are sent to the server.
Other players should be noted about the changes made by a player, thus the server must inform their client
program about the change.
The server can assume that the clients have the interface specified, but cannot make any assumptions about their
numbers, since the set changes dynamically.
In general, even the interface of the connecting objects may vary, thus a uniform interface should be provided
for attaching, detaching objects and for their notification.
The observer pattern can be used when:
• A set of object should be notified when one object changes, and the set of objects affected may vary (size is
unknown, object can be added or removed).
• An object should notify other objects without knowing their exact type and identity, i.e., the classes of the
objects should be kept independent.

4.65.1. 4.16.1 Solution

4.66. Solution

Subject is able to access its observers; the number of observer objects is arbitrary. Declares an interface for
attaching and detaching observers. Provides a method for notifying the observers when its state changes.
Observer declares a method for updating observing objects when the subject receives an event.
ConcreteSubject stores information that should be synchronized. Notifies the attached observers when an event
of interest occurs.
ConcreteObserver can access a ConcreteSubject object. (The reference is passed usually to the constructor
where it is set and the object is attached to the subject. In the destructor the observer is detached.)
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Stores information that should be consistent with the state of the subject.
Implements the updating method to maintain consistency with the subject.
When notified by its update operation the observer object requests information from the subject for
synchronization.
The iterator pattern can be used for accessing all observers during notification.

4.67. 4.17 Mediator
4.68. Mediator
• mediator, behavioral.
• Define an object encapsulating the interaction of a set of objects. Mediator reduces the coupling of objects by
avoiding explicit references between the objects in the set.
In an object-oriented system the behavior is distributed between objects, but this distribution requires
communications (and so connections) between the objects. The connections can become so complex, that
maintenance and/or changing the behavior of the system may be very difficult.
This can be the case between the widgets of a dialog box.
In this case it is better to introduce a new mediator class, and this mediator class has detailed knowledge of the
operations in other classes, and encapsulates communication between objects.
Instead of connecting the objects directly, each object of the original set is connected to the mediator object, and
sends messages to it. The mediator object passes the message on to objects that need to be informed.
The mediator pattern can be used when:
• Communication between objects is well-defined but complex, and the resulting connections makes the system
harder to understand and maintain.
• It is difficult to reuse a class because it is connected to and interacts with many classes to realize behavior
above its basic function.

4.68.1. 4.17.1 Solution

4.69. Solution

Mediator declares an interface for communication between colleague objects.
ConcreteMediator implements the Mediator interface and coordinates communication between Colleague
objects.
It is aware of the colleagues and their intercommunication roles and maintains them.
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The mediator implements the behavior by forwarding messages to the appropriate colleagues.
The mediator creates the set of colleague objects and during construction establishes links to itself.
Colleague declares the common interface of colleague objects. Refers to a mediator.
ConcreteColleague sends and receives messages through the mediator instead of direct cooperation with
colleagues.
• It is not necessary to define an abstract mediator class when colleagues use only one mediator. (The abstract
mediator class provides the possibility of colleagues working with different mediator subclasses.)
• The communication between the colleagues and the mediator can be implemented by using the observer
pattern. In this case the mediator would be the observer and the colleagues the subjects.

4.70. 4.18 Chain of responsibility
4.71. Chain of responsibility
• chain of responsibility, behavioral.
• Provide the possibility for more than object to handle a request by removing direct connection between the
sender and receiver. Possible receivers are linked in a chain, and objects in the chain may forward the request
until an object handles it.
Consider the money giving mechanism of an ATM. The amount is specified and there are different piles of
notes in the machine, some of them may be empty.
First the pile with the biggest value notes are accessed and check is made that the amount requested can be paid
with these notes.
• The amount is multiple of the value of these notes and the number of notes is sufficient: the request handled,
paid with appropriate number of nodes.
• The maximum number of available notes is used to reduce the amount, and the request is passed to the next
pile with the remaining amount.
When the amount is paid, the notes are given. If the amount cannot be paid, then the machine informs its user.
In this case the handling of the request is not connected directly to a pile of notes, instead a chain is formed from
the piles and the request is passed to an element of this chain. It either satisfies it and no further action is taken,
or passes it to the next item in the chain (after partial satisfaction).
If the request reaches the last item in the chain, which is not a pile but the machine, the request is handled by
giving the information, no further action is required.
When there is a problem with a computer in an office the user reports it to the maintenance crew. A crew
member checks the computer and if it is a simple software problem (e.g. wrong settings) corrects it immediately.
If it is a hardware problem (component failure), then the crew member reports it to the head of the maintenance
crew, who checks if there is available replacement for the component. If there is one it is replaced.
If there are no spare components or the value of the component is above a critical value the head of the
maintenance crew asks permission to buy the component from a financial or office unit leader, who can approve
the procurement or pass it to a higher level in the hierarchy.
The user cannot know in advance who will finally handle the report initiated by him/her.
The chain of responsibility pattern can be applied when:
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• More than one object may handle a request, and an object should send a request to one of them without
specifying the receiver beforehand.
• A single object is not capable of handling a request. The request must be forwarded to several objects.
• The set of objects handling the requests changes dynamically.

4.71.1. 4.18.1 Solution

4.72. Solution

Handler declares an interface for handling requests. Contains a link for the successor object in the chain.
ConcreteHandler handles the request or passes it to the next object in the chain. The last object in the chain must
handle the request.
Client create a request and passes it to a concrete handler object in the chain.
• The request is passed along the chain until an object handles it.
• It is also possible that an object in the chain handles the request partially (i.e., takes some actions) and
forwards the request for further processing.

4.73. 4.19 Bridge
4.74. Bridge
• bridge (handle/body), structural.
• Separate an abstraction from its implementation, so that either can be varied independently.
There are cases when an abstraction can have several possible implementation. The aim of the bridge pattern is
to separate the interface of a class from its implementation and the implementation can be varied or replaced
without changing the client code.
The usual solution is inheritance, but that results in a constant coupling between the implementation and the
abstraction. Bridge provide a much more flexible solution.
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Consider a program that works with shapes and you want to visualize the shapes using different graphic
libraries. An abstract class is needed for shapes, and shapes should be implemented for different platforms.
Inheritance binds the different implementations tightly to the abstract class. If a new type of shape is necessary,
then new implementing classes have to be introduced. This means that inheritance is repeated for this new type.
This has to be done for every new shape type.
This approach makes the client code platform dependent, because each time a concrete class must be
instantiated.

The bridge pattern uses two separate class hierarchy for the abstract shapes and for their implementation.
• There is an abstract implementation, and the operations provided here are used in the abstract shapes to
realize the methods needed.
• The abstract implementation is realized for different libraries by implementing the operations in the interface.

The bridge pattern can be used when:
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• Strong coupling between an abstraction and its implementation is unacceptable. (It is necessary to
select/change the implementation during execution.)
• New implementation can be added to the existing ones without affecting the realization of abstraction.
• The abstractions and their implementations are extended by inheritance. Combination of different abstractions
and implementations is needed.
• Changing the implementation of a class should not affect the client code.
• The implementation of an abstraction must be completely hidden.

4.74.1. 4.19.1 Solution

4.75. Solution

Abstraction declares the abstract interface used by the client.
Refers to an implementor object.
Realizes its operations using primitives defined in the Implementor.
Implementor declares the interface for implementation classes, usually primitive operations that can be realized
in concrete implementations.
ConcreteImplementor realizes the interface defined in Implementor.

4.75.1. 4.19.2 Evaluation

4.76. Evaluation
• The Bridge pattern is intended to keep the interface to the client program constant while allowing the
representation of a class to be changed, or a representation can be selected at run-time.
• Separating the abstraction and the implementation increases extensibility.
• Clients are unaware of implementation issues.

4.77. 4.20 Builder
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4.78. Builder
• builder, creational.
• Construct complex objects by separating construction and representation. With this separation the same
construction process can create different representations.
Consider a sequence of objects that should be converted to a different form required by an other application.
Different applications require different formats, thus more than one conversion is needed.
The set of possible conversions is not closed, new formats can be added any time for new applications.
Therefore, a new conversion should be added easily, without modifying our program.
Instead of hard-wiring the conversion into the program, it should be configured with a converter object, that
converts the content of sequence to another representation.
The conversion is realized by converting the components of the sequence and building the results from the
converted elements. The structure of the sequence does not changes, thus only components must be converted
differently for different representation, but the assembly of the components is identical.
The converter object is responsible for component conversion by providing conversion method for each type of
object in the sequence and the program can assemble the product from the components by traversing the
sequence.
The builder pattern can be used when:
• Different representations for the object to be constructed should be supported in object creation.
• The construction algorithm of a composite object should be independent of the components.

4.78.1. 4.20.1 Solution

4.79. Solution

Builder is the abstract interface for creating components of the product.
ConcreteBuilder implements the builder interface.
Constructs and assembles components of the product.
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Provides an interface for accessing the product.
Director passes components to the builder to be added to the product.
• The client configures a director object with a builder object.
• The client request the director to construct a product.
• At the end of construction the client gets the product from the builder.

4.80. 4.21 Visitor
4.81. Visitor
• visitor, behavioral.
• Separate an operation from the elements of an object structure and enable the definition of new operations
without changing the classes of the structure.
Consider an application which uses a heterogeneous composite data structure. Different subsystems of this
application perform many distinct and unrelated operation on the node of the structure: saving the structure in
different (binary, XML,
) formats, creating report or printing the structure, and so on.
A possible solution is to define an abstract node for composite structure with the operations required. A subclass
of this abstract node is assigned to each type of node in the structure, and the operations are implemented in
these classes.
If new operations are necessary, then all classes of the structure must be modified, and their interfaces and
implementations are extended with these operations.
There are two problems with this approach:
• Introducing new operations need much programming effort.
• The classes become very complicated, classes may have too many operations.
An alternative is to collect the operations for each class into a separate object, called visitor. There is a visitor
for each operation, and a visitor performs the operation on the object passed to it. In the visitor there is an
operation for each node type.
A node has only one operation: it accepts a visitor, and passes itself to the visitor. The result is that the classes of
the structure remain unchanged when a new operation is added, only a new visitor should be created.
The visitor pattern can be used when:
• Many operations need to be executed on objects in a structure, and their classes should not be complicated
with these operations. With visitors related operations are collected into a single class.
• Visitors have benefits only if the classes involved in the object structure do not change, but new operations
over the structure is likely to be defined. If the classes of the object structure change, then the interface of all
visitors must be changed also.

4.81.1. 4.21.1 Solution

4.82. Solution
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Visitor declares a visit operation for each type of element in the structure.
Visitor implements the operations declared in visitor. Provides the algorithm of operations and stores data
necessary.
Element declares the accept operation with a visitor argument.
Element

calls the visit operation with itself to realize the accept operation.

• The client creates a concrete visitor object.
• The client iterates the object structure and each element is visited with the visitor.
• A visited element calls the appropriate visit operation of visitor. The element passes itself and so the visitor
can access information from it to carry out the operation.

4.83. 4.22 Facade
4.84. Facade
• facade, structural.
• Provide a simplified interface to a subsystem, that makes the subsystem easier to use.
Building a system from subsystems makes the design modularized and more understandable if connections and
communication between subsystems are minimized. If a subsystem has complex communication and/or many
connections to other subsystems, then a facade object can be introduced for providing a simplified interface to
other subsystems.
An operating system may have several layers and different layers provide different granularity for defining user
actions.
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However, most of the users just want to run an application and do not interested in the detailed process of
starting an application (memory allocation, CPU setting, loading the executable,
) A new interface is used to
replace the complicated low-level interfaces.
A new class may be introduced for these purpose. This class has only a single operation, run, that is sufficient
for most of the users.
The facade pattern can be used when:
• A simple interface is needed for a complex subsystem to define a default, convenient access to its services.
• Complex dependencies between subsystems or layers should be reduced. A facade object increases
independence and portability.

4.84.1. 4.22.1 Solution

4.85. Solution

Facade provides a new simplified interface for the subsystem. Knows the subsystem classes that are responsible
for handling a request. Forwards requests to appropriate subsystem objects. Coordinates the work of subsystem
objects, if necessary.
Subsystem classes realize the behavior of the subsystem. Execute tasks assigned by the facade object. Do not
know the facade object.
• Clients decide whether use the facade or not. If a client use the facade, it cannot have direct access the
subsystem objects simultaneously.
• The facade may transform the result gathered from subsystem objects according to its interface.
• The facade object does not hide the subsystem objects. Clients with special requests may access directly the
components of the subsystem.

4.86. 4.23 Flyweight
4.87. Flyweight
• flyweight, structural.
• Support efficient use of large number of fine-grained objects by sharing common data.
Consider a WYSIWYG document editor where text can be formatted, i.e., characters may have different fonts,
sizes, faces.
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An object-oriented design would use a glyph object for each character in a document, containing its formatting
data (e.g.: face, size, font).
Using objects for each character, however, is not acceptable considering the number of characters and the
memory requirement of a character object.
Character objects can be replaced by references to a flyweight glyph object shared by every instance of the same
character. This flyweight glyph stores only the code of the character, and formatting information (face, size,
font) is provided by its context.
Flyweight keeps the benefit of the object-oriented design by reducing the number of objects necessary for
representation. This is achieved by dividing the attributes of possible objects to intrinsic and extrinsic part.
Intrinsic attributes are independent from the context of the flyweight and are stored in a common flyweight
object.
Extrinsic attributes depend on the context and cannot be shared, they are stored outside of the flyweight object.
They are passed to the flyweight object by the client using the context.
Defining a printable form of a document in
can be seen as an example for this approach. Only character
codes are used and formatting information is specified by surrounding commands.
ODF text documents uses similar approach to externalize a document, where simple characters are stored in the
XML file, and spans determines their formatting.
The flyweight pattern can be used when all following conditions hold:
• Large number of objects is used.
• Storage cost is unacceptable because of the number of objects.
• Object attributes can be made extrinsic, i.e., stored outside of the object; and many objects can be replaced by
few shared objects by representing extrinsic attributes outside of the object.
• The application does not use the identity of objects. (Flyweight objects are shared, thus the identity test
cannot distinguish them.)

4.87.1. 4.23.1 Solution

4.88. Solution
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Flyweight is the interface for flyweights and defines methods used by all flyweight classes. These operations
need extrinsic attribute values (extrinsic state) to implement the behavior required. Extrinsic state is passed as
operation parameter.
ConcreteFlyweight implements the flyweight interface; stores intrinsic attributes (intrinsic state). These are
shared objects.
UnsharedConcFlyweight is a subclass of Flyweight which has unshared objects. (For example: aggregates of
shared flyweight objects.) Stores all attributes (intrinsic and extrinsic).
FlyweightFactory creates objects when needed and manages flyweight objects. Guarantees proper sharing of
flyweight objects.
The client maintains references to flyweights. Provides the extrinsic state of shared flyweights. Does not create
shared objects directly, uses the FlyweightFactory to create objects when needed.
• Object attributes must be classified as intrinsic and extrinsic.
• UnsharedConcFlyweight objects can also be created using the factory to provide better maintainability if they
should became shared objects later.
• In a concurrent environment flyweight object may be created on multiple threads, thus more than one shared
object can be created. FlyweightFactory must be implemented in thread safe way to ensure single shared
objects.

4.89. 4.24 Interpreter
4.90. Interpreter
• interpreter, behavioral.
• Define a representation for a language grammar and an interpreter using the representation to interpret
sentences in the language.
Map a problem domain to a language, create grammar to the language and then establish an object-oriented
design structure for the grammar.
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Some programs may benefit from having a language to describe operations they can perform. When a type of
problem occurs frequently, it is useful to represent instances of the problem as sentences in a language, and have
a program interpreting the language and thus solving the problems.
This might be the case when pattern matching is concerned. Instead of writing a program to find a pattern, a
regular expression can be used to define set of patterns, and an interpreter for this regular language can be
created. For a given pattern the syntax tree based on the grammar can be built and interpreting the tree will
provide pattern matching.
If a grammar is defined by BNF, then it is straightforward to create a class diagram for the grammar.
(Inheritance is needed for OR rules and aggregation for AND rules and iterations.)
The interpret operation for each class has to be implemented based on the grammar.
From the class diagram an object diagram can be constructed for a given sentence, and the interpret operation of
the root node should only be called.
The interpreter pattern can be used when:
• Instances of a problem set can be described by a language; and
• statements of the language can be represented in abstract syntax trees.
There are restrictions of use of the interpreter pattern:
• The grammar must be simple. (Complicated grammars result in too complex class hierarchies.)
• Efficiency is not important. (Finite automata are more efficient solutions for analyzing grammars.)

4.90.1. 4.24.1 Solution

4.91. Solution

Context provides global information for the interpreter.
AbstractExpression declares an abstract interpret operation for all nodes in the syntax tree.
TerminalExpression implements the interpret operation for terminal symbols in the grammar. Each terminal
symbol requires one instance.
NonterminalExpressions are classes for the rules in the grammar. Each rule requires one class.
Refers to abstract expression nodes, each corresponds to an element on the right side of the grammar rule.
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Implements the interpret operation according to the rule. Invokes the interpret operation of its components and
calculates the result based on those calls.
• The client builds a tree for a given sentence from nonterminal and terminal objects.
• The client sets up the context, and calls the interpret operation of the root.
• Every interpret operation use the context to get and set information about the state of interpreting.

4.92. 4.25 Other patterns
4.93. Other patterns
• The GoF pattern collection had great success and impact, others tried to identify and describe more patterns.
• New patterns can be created that fit in the three pattern classes defined by GoF, or new pattern classes can be
identified.
• First three creational patterns will be discussed.

4.94. 4.26 Lazy initialization
4.95. Lazy initialization
• lazy initialization, creational.
• Delay the creation of an object until the first time it is used.
It was a standard method in early Java ME mobile applications to delay the creation of display forms until they
had to be displayed for the first time. This was due to the constrained resources provided by early mobile phones
and it was also possible to speed up the start of the application.
The lazy initialization pattern can be used when you want to delay the creation of an object until it is used
because
• it is possible that a complex, expensive object will not be used at all, thus it is unnecessary to create the object
beforehand; or
• the creation of an object should be delayed to a point, when the system has more free capacity.

4.95.1. 4.26.1 Solution

4.96. Solution
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LazyObject is the object which instantiation is delayed.
LazyInterface has identical interface to LazyObject, the client can only access this object. Contains a reference
to a lazy object, and in the implementation of interface operation checks the existence of the object. Creates the
object if necessary, and forwards the request to the object.

4.96.1. 4.26.2 Evaluation

4.97. Evaluation
• This pattern is essentially the simplified version of the proxy pattern. An object is created when it is needed
and the request is forwarded to it, but the request never satisfied and no additional behavior implemented in
the lazy interface.
• In a concurrent environment the existence check of the object must be synchronized to prevent inconsistent
instantiation.

4.98. 4.27 Lazy factory
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4.99. Lazy factory
• lazy factory, creational.
• Delegate the specification of the type of the object to be created to a subclass and create the object only when
it is needed.
This is pattern can be regarded as the combination of factory method and lazy initialization.
Consider a network application that queries users using a sequence of forms. The user can interrupt the process
any time, thus it is not worth to create all the form in the sequence at the start of the process. It is efficient to
create the forms one by one as the query proceeds.
This application should support different languages, therefore different family of forms should be created.
The requirements can be satisfied by combining lazy initialization and factory method to create forms.
The lazy factory pattern can be used when
• We do not want to specify the class of objects created beforehand and the creation should be delayed.

4.99.1. 4.27.1 Solution

4.100. Solution

Product is the interface for objects to be created.
Creator uses product, but defers product creation to its subclass.
ConcreteCreator creates the appropriate product, in this case a lazy interface object.
ConcreteProductInterface is responsible for creation of the real product. Realizes the product interface, and
creates the object when it is used first, and forwards requests.
ConcreteProduct is the class of real products.

4.101. 4.28 Object pool
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4.102. Object pool
• object pool, creational.
• Use a set of initialized objects to avoid creating and destroying objects.
Let us assume that the cost of creating objects of a class is expensive and the number of objects used
simultaneously is limited. The performance of the system can be improved by pooling a set of objects from this
class and instead of creating and destroying objects individually each time they are used by clients, objects from
this pool are allocated to clients on requests. When the client finishes, it returns the object to the pool.
The object pool pattern can be used when object creation and destruction is expensive and
• objects are created and destroyed frequently, and
• the number of objects used simultaneously is limited.

4.102.1. 4.28.1 Solution

4.103. Solution

PoolObject is the class of expensive and frequently created and destroyed objects.
PoolMaintainer maintains the set of objects to be allocated to clients. Stores a given number of objects and
allocates them to clients when requested.
Client is an object which would create and destroy PoolObjects frequently. Refers to a pool maintainer to access
PoolObjects.
Instead of creating objects, the client request an object from the pool maintainer using the fetchObject operation.
When the object is not needed any more it is returned to the pool (instead of destroying it) by calling the
returnObject operation. It has exclusive access to the object assigned by the pool maintainer.

4.103.1. 4.28.2 Evaluation

4.104. Evaluation
• Pooling objects is useful for expensive objects only. Pooling simple objects may decrease performance.
• The size of the pool should be determined carefully. Small pool may result in clients waiting for objects and
that cost performance. On the other hand large pool may waste resources.
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• If clients use pool objects assuming anything about their initial state, then objects should be returned to the
pool in an appropriate state. If clients violates this invariant objects cannot be used properly when reassigned.

5. 5 Concurrency patterns
5.1. Concurrency patterns
• Increasing number of applications use concurrency (threads, processes).
• New problems arise, that are not involved in traditional sequential programming.
• Synchronization (overhead)
• Deadlock
• Starvation
• Efficient, safe solutions are needed.

5.2. 5.1 Event-Based Asynchronous Call
5.3. Event-Based Asynchronous Call
• Execute time consuming operations asynchronously by delegating the execution to a new thread without
blocking the calling thread.
• The execution of an operation takes too much time and we do not want to block the caller; and the result of
the operation is not needed immediately, it is used only later.

5.3.1. 5.1.1 Solution

5.4. Solution

BackgroundWorker
• Executes the operation required using different thread.
• Can be asked if the operation has terminated.
Client
• Invokes the operation to be executed.

5.5. 5.2 Active Object
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5.6. Active Object
• Decouples method execution from method invocation to enhance concurrency and simplify synchronized
access to objects that reside in their own threads of control.
•
• Operations connected to an object are independent, and so parallel execution is possible.
• An operation has to be executed several times, and the executions have no effect on each other.

5.6.1. 5.2.1 Solution

5.7. Solution

Proxy
• Interface for the operations. The client accesses the services of the active object through this object.
MethodRequest
• Common interface for the objects executing the operations.
ConcMethodRequest
• Command object that corresponds to a concrete request.
• Created by the Proxy for a client's request.
Scheduler
• Ensures that the operations are executed in an appropriate order.
• Stores the executable operations in a queue, and selects the next operation for execution from this queue.
Servant
• Implements the operations provides by the proxy and are used by the commands.
Result
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• The client accesses the result of the operation through this object.

Many applications use active objects to improve their services by allowing parallel services of requests from
clients instead of sequential execution.
Three conditions must be held for this:
• active objects must not be blocked by the execution of resource demanding operations
• the operations of shared objects cannot be invoked directly, but they must be embedded into commands that
are forwarded and scheduled;
• the concurrency in the application must be independent of the software and hardware environment.
Examples:
• active object framework in Symbian;
• asynchronous function call in .NET environment.
Alternative approach:
The Proxy provides interface for specifying a methods instead of providing the operations of the implementing
object.

5.8. 5.3 Balking
5.9. Balking
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• In concurrent systems threads may be blocked because of synchronization until a condition is satisfied.
Balking can be used to avoid this type of blocking. An operation of an object can be executed by a thread
only if the object is in a given state, otherwise the control is returned immediately.
•
• When the execution of an operation is controlled by given state(s) of an object and exceptions caused by
wrong states should be avoided (e.g. reading from a file without opening it).
• The execution of an operation must be controlled.
An operation of an object is invoked from two threads, and the second is invoked before the first is finished.
There are three possible solutions:
1. Execute the first call and ignore the second.
2. Execute the first call and then execute the second.
3. Interrupt the execution of the first call and execute the second.
Balking implements the first solution, i.e., if a thread locks an object, then the requests are ignored without
blocking the calling threads.

5.9.1. 5.3.1 Solution

5.10. Solution

Balker
• An object inserted between the client and the target, which denies the execution of the request if the target is
not in proper state.
• It may access the target to get information about the current state.
In simple cases the Balker object is not necessary, the target can provide interface directly to the client to
achieve balking.
public class Target
{
private boolean busy = false;
public void execute()
{
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synchronized(this)
{
if ( busy ) return;
busy = true;
}
...
synchronized(this) { busy = false; }
}
}

Benefits of balking:
• The call of an operation of an object always terminates with some result.
• Nothing delays the execution of the operation (if a condition is not satisfied it returns immediately).
• If the object is not in the required state, then the requests are ignored.

5.11. 5.4 Guarded Suspension
5.12. Guarded Suspension
• Proper execution of operation with precondition and lock.
•
• When the execution of a locking operation is controlled by a precondition, i.e., the operation cannot be
started before the condition is satisfied; and
• the condition would be satisfied after another operation is executed, but the other operation cannot start
because of the lock of the previous operation. Therefore the blocking state cannot be eliminated and the
result can be a deadlock.
• In the case of guarded suspension the blocking operation is not started, but forced to wait, until its
precondition becomes satisfied.
Consider a queue that is used concurrently by several threads. In this case the pull and push operations are
mutually exclusive, i.e., both locks the queue during execution to avoid inconsistent states.
We expect the pull operation to work on an empty queue without raising any exception, so that it waits for an
element put in the queue.
On the other hand the pull operation locks the queue and so pull operation cannot be performed. Deadlock.
A possible solution: do not execute the pull operation and lock the queue, but check if the queue is empty, and if
so suspend the pull operation without blocking the queue.

5.12.1. 5.4.1 Solution

5.13. Solution
When executing the operation the precondition is checked, and if it is not satisfied, the calling thread is
suspended until the condition becomes true.
synchronized void operation()
{
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while ( !condition() )
{
try { wait(); } catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
...
}
synchronized void changeState()
{
...
notify();
}

Java implementation of a concurrent queue:
import java.util.ArrayList;
public class Queue
{
private ArrayList data = new ArrayList();
synchronized public Object get() // operation
{
while ( data.size() == 0 )
{
try { wait(); } catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
return data.remove(0);
}
synchronized public void put(Object obj) // change state
{
data.add(obj);
notify();
}
...
}

5.13.1. 5.4.2 Evaluation

5.14. Evaluation
• The operations of a class become synchronized and the deadlock caused by blocking can be avoided.
• When more than one threads are suspended the patterns does not contains decision about which one should be
selected for activation. This problem can be solved by using the scheduler pattern.
• It is not possible to use guarded suspension when the blocking operation is called within a synchronized
block, because the outer lock would remain intact. Thus this must be considered when using guarded
suspension, which means the guarded operation must be called free from synchronized blocks.
• Guarded suspension may be used only when waiting for a condition is acceptable, and/or the waiting time can
be restricted, estimated.

5.15. 5.5 Double Checked Locking
5.16. Double Checked Locking
• Check the locking of an object and acquire possible lock and minimizing the use of resources. The critical
section needs to be locked once and single locking must be guaranteed for concurrent threads.
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• Regularly checking whether an object is locked is expensive. It is also a synchronized operation, thus it can
be executed when the object is available. Therefore it is reasonable to perform a preliminary check in unsafe
mode (without locking).
The next conditions must be satisfied for this pattern:
• There are critical sections in the application that must be executed sequentially.
• More than one thread may try to execute simultaneously the critical section.
• The critical section should be executed once.
• Locking the critical section each time result in increased running time.
• It is possible to execute a "light" and safe check before locking.
Consider a Singleton in concurrent environment.
class Singleton
{
public:
static Singleton *instance (void)
{
if ( instance == 0 )
instance = new Singleton();
return instance;
}
private:
static Singleton *instance;
};

Thread 1: Checks for existing instance and creates one.
Thread 2: Performs the check before the first has created the instance. It also creates an instance.
Simple solution: lock the critical section.
class Singleton
{
public:
static Singleton *instance (void)
{
// Create a lock (e.g. Mutex) to ensure that a
// single thread can be in this section at a time
if ( instance == 0 )
instance = new Singleton();
return instance;
// Release the lock
}
private:
static Singleton *instance;
};

In this solution calling the instance operation involves locking, but this required only once, when the instance is
created.
Acquiring and releasing lock increases running time.
It is possible to improve the efficiency if we check the instance before locking and acquire lock only when the
instance is created.
class Singleton
{
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public:
static Singleton *instance (void)
{
if ( instance == 0 )
{
// create a lock
instance = new Singleton();
// release the lock
}
return instance;
}
private:
static Singleton *instance;
};

It is not thread safe, for the same reason as before.
Solution: check the instance twice,
• first without locking,
• second inside the locked critical section.
Analysis
• If the first check evaluates true for several threads, then locking and the second test guarantees that only one
thread can create the instance.
• Other threads can enter the critical section after the first thread releases the lock, but then the instance already
exists.
• This solution avoids unnecessary locking, because after the instance has created only the first check is
required, and it does not involve locking.
class Singleton
{
public:
static Singleton *instance (void)
{
if ( instance == 0 )
{
// create lock
if ( instance == 0 ) instance = new Singleton();
// release lock
}
return instance;
}
private:
static Singleton *instance;
};

5.16.1. 5.5.1 Solution

5.17. Solution
An asynchronous test is inserted before the synchronized critical section, and the test is repeated in the
synchronized section.
if ( !flag )
{
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// create lock
if ( !flag )
{
// critical section
flag = true;
}
// release lock
}

5.18. Constraints
• The atomicity of the condition must be guaranteed, i.e., its evaluation cannot be interrupted.
• If the atomicity cannot be achieved, then locking is necessary.
• Some compilers may remove the second check during optimization. The result of the first check is used
instead, that results in wrong behavior.
• If object construction takes considerable time and an object is created but not fully initialized, it can be used
by other threads too early. (The instance is not null when the check is performed, but still under construction.)
volatile in Java.
public class Example
{
private ExObject obj = null;
public ExObject getObject()
{
if ( obj == null )
{
synchronized(this)
{
if ( obj == null ) obj = new ExObject();
}
}
return obj;
}
}

Unsafe before JDK 6, when the construction of the object requires considerable time.
Safe solution in Java:
public class Example
{
private volatile ExObject obj = null;
public ExObject getObject()
{
if ( obj == null )
{
synchronized(this)
{
if ( obj == null ) obj = new ExObject();
}
}
return obj;
}
}

5.18.1. 5.5.2 Evaluation
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5.19. Evaluation
•
• Guarantees the sole execution of the critical section in a concurrent environment.
• Minimizes locking when the condition is atomic.
•
• Several constraints must be satisfied for application.
• Controlling compilers.
• Some considers it as anti-pattern (too many things can go wrong).

5.20. 5.6 Read-Write Lock
5.21. Read-Write Lock
• Provide a way to lock an object that allows many thread to read data simultaneously but only a single thread
may write data and no read is allowed simultaneously.
• Provide concurrent reading access to data that are modified less frequently and modification can be time
consuming.

5.21.1. 5.6.1 Solution

5.22. Solution
The client and the data source is separated by an object, which register the state of the data source and allows
reading or writing accordingly.

5.23. 5.7 Thread Pool
5.24. Thread Pool
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• Speeding up the parallel execution of several short task. Provide limited number of tasks for a set of
operation, thus only limited number of operation is executed at a time. (Similar to object pool, but this time
we are working with threads instead of objects.)
• Several operations must be executed and we do not want to allocate separate threads to each one - creating
and destroying threads consumes resources -, but parallel execution is required because sequential execution
is too slow.It can be used when the operations to be executed are created in different moments, only a part of
them is accessible at a given time.
A server must execute several simple and short timed requests. The requests can be executed in separate threads,
but the administrative costs of threads are too high compared to the requests. Thus we work with a given
number of threads, and allocate a free thread to a request. When the requests is finished the thread are put back
as a free thread and can be reallocated later.
The pattern can be used when:
• the number of threads to be used is limited;
• creating and destroying a thread requires too much resources compared to the task to be executed, and so
must be avoided;
• it is possible to reuse a thread after a task has completed;
• an object is capable of handling the threads and assigning tasks to them.

5.24.1. 5.7.1 Solution

5.25. Solution
The ThreadPool object is responsible to handle the set of threads, and puts the incoming requests (Task) into a
queue. When a thread finishes the execution of a task, it asks for the next one from the queue.

5.25.1. 5.7.2 Evaluation

5.26. Evaluation
• Deadlock is possible when the threads are not independent (e.g., common resources).
• Right number of threads. Too many threads result in wasting resources; too few reduces performance. (Some
realizations allow dynamic pool size, i.e., increase the number of threads when needed.
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• Threads my not put back into the pool because of wrong implementation. The threads are not destroyed, they
only use resources, and after while the pool becomes empty.
• The object maintaining the pool may be overloaded when too many requests must be served.

5.27. 5.8 Producer - Consumer
5.28. Producer - Consumer
• Separate in time the production and use of objects.
• When we do not want time connections between the production and use of an objects, asynchronous
processing is needed. Asynchronous processing allows the parallel work of producer and consumer objects.
Waiting is only necessary when the storage is empty or full.
• There is a storage with given capacity between the producer and consumer. Instead of passing directly the
objects created, the producer puts them in the storage, and the consumer gets them from there.

5.29. 5.9 Scheduler
5.30. Scheduler
• Control the order of access of threads to a sequential code fragment. The threads are mutually exclusive. A
mechanism is used to schedule the execution of the threads, and this mechanism is independent from the
concrete scheduling strategy.

5.30.1. 5.9.1 Solution

5.31. Solution
A scheduler object is created that provides entry points for the threads. This operation suspends the thread until
its turn arrives.
The object containing the sequential code (resource) refers to a scheduler object. When a thread (activity)
submits a requests it forwards it to the scheduler object.
An interface declares the relation for ordering the threads.
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5.32. Implementation
public final class Resource
{
private Scheduler scheduler = new Scheduler();
public void request(Precedence p)
{
try
{
scheduler.enter(p);
// sequential code
scheduler.done();
}
catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
}

public interface Precedence
{
public boolean before(Precedence p);
}
public class Activity extends Thread implements Precedence
{
private Resource server;
...
}

import java.util.Vector;
public class Scheduler
{
private Thread running = null;
private Vector<Precedence> waiting;
private Vector<Thread> threads;
public Scheduler()
{
waiting = new Vector<Precedence>();
threads = new Vector<Thread>();
}

public void enter(Precedence p) throws InterruptedException
{
Thread current = Thread.currentThread();
synchronized (this)
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{
if (running == null) { running = current; return; }
int place = findPlace(p);
threads.add(place, current);
waiting.add(place, s);
}
synchronized (current)
{
current.wait();
}
}

synchronized public void done()
{
if ( threads.isEmpty() ) { running = null; }
else
{
running = threads.remove(0);
waiting.remove(0);
synchronized (running) { running.notify(); }
}
}
synchronized protected int findPlace(Precedence p)
{
int i;
for ( i = 0; i< waiting.size(); i++ )
if ( p.before(waiting.get(i)) ) break;
return i;
}
}

5.32.1. 5.9.2 Evaluation

5.33. Evaluation
•
• No extra states, conditions are needed in the activities, the scheduler does everything required for accessing
the code.
• Only the request operation is needed for accessing the code, everything else is hidden. This ensures
consistency: the resource object is always released after the code is executed.
•
• The scheduler objects handles the activities: suspends and resumes them. This requires the knowledge of
their handling, and not only the ordering interface is used. (Threads in Java.)
• In Java we have access to control the execution of threads, but is it true for other languages?

6. 6 Refactoring patterns
6.1. Refactoring patterns
Refactoring working systems is a frequent problem.
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• Improve the performance.
• Make the design more understandable, maintainable.
• Remove redundancies.

6.2. 6.1 Chain Constructors
6.3. Chain Constructors
• A class has several constructors with different parameterization. The constructors differ only the way the
parameters are used to initialize attributes, or replace missing arguments.
• Use different methods to create object instances using a common constructor that has all possible parameters.
The different methods call the common constructor with proper parameters.

6.4. 6.2 Creation Methods
6.5. Creation Methods
• A class has several constructors with different parameterization and it is hard to decide which constructor to
call during development.
• Replace the constructors with intention-revealing object creation methods that return object instances and use
a common constructor: createType1Object(...), createType2Object(...)

6.6. 6.3 Compose Method
6.7. Compose Method
• An operation is too complex for understanding and maintenance.
• The strongly connected fragments of the body has to be identified and placed into hidden operations, that are
called within the the complex operation.

6.8. 6.4 Replace Type Code with Class
6.9. Replace Type Code with Class
• A type of an attribute does not support security, e.g., wrong assignments are possible, equality comparisons
cannot be realized properly. (String or integer types: values outside the possible range can be used.)
• The original type should be replaced by a class which stores the possible values and the assignments and
equality comparisons implemented by using the operations and values provided by the class.

6.10. 6.5 Null Object
6.11. Null Object
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• The use of void (null) references in the code results in errors and exceptions, or require special handling
(conditional statements).
• Replace the null value by a NullObject with empty behavior, thus the code becomes more simple. The
NullObject can be assigned to references in constructors.

6.12. 6.6 Collection Parameter
6.13. Collection Parameter
• A complex operation uses local variable and debugging the variable is complicated
• Parts of the operation should be fragmented and implemented as separate operations, and the values are
collected to the local variable through parameters.

6.14. 6.7 Extract Parameter
6.15. Extract Parameter
• A method or constructor assigns a field to a locally instantiated value.
• Assign the field to a parameter supplied by a client by extracting one half of the assignment statement to a
parameter.

7. 7 Anti patterns
7.1. Anti patterns
Design principles, fragments that result in bad design.
• Incompatible with the selected design method (here: object-oriented design).
• Undesired effects:
• Understanding.
• Maintenance.
• Performance.

7.2. 7.1 God Object
7.3. God Object
• The functionality of the system is concentrated into a single class (object). The class is responsible for all
functionality and/or data of the system.
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• Share functionality and/or data between existing classes or introduce new ones if necessary. Instances of these
classes are coordinated by the original object.

7.4. 7.2 Circle - ellipse problem
7.5. Circle - ellipse problem
• A base class contains methods which change an object in a manner which might invalidate a (stronger)
invariant found in a derived class. (A method changes the length of an axis of an ellipse, but the other is
unchanged, but for circles they should be equal.)
•
• Change the order of inheritance.
• Override all operations which may violate the invariant.
• Check in run time if the operation may be executed.

7.6. 7.3 Anemic Domain Model
7.7. Anemic Domain Model
• The business logic is implemented outside the domain objects. The core objects have been split into objects
containing only data and objects containing only code. The result is
• more complicated structure;
• complicated control over functionality.
• Collect data and operations for an entity into a single class, merge classes containing only data and only code.

7.8. 7.4 Yet Another Useless Layer
7.9. Yet Another Useless Layer
• The system is decomposed to many components and layers but the result is a complicated structure where
items which belong together are separated.
• Revise the structure by merging coherent layers.

7.10. 7.5 Yo - yo problem
7.11. Yo - yo problem
• The class structure contains long and complicated inheritance graph, and the programmer has to keep jumping
between many different class definitions to follow the control flow of the program.
• Try to keep the the inheritance graph as shallow as possible; use composition instead of inheritance.
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7.12. 7.6 Object Orgy
7.13. Object Orgy
• Objects are encapsulated insufficiently and this results in unrestricted access to their internals. This leads to
unexpected behavior and unmaintainable complexity.
• Revise the visibility of the data and operations of the class; or hide everything and create a new interface.

7.14. 7.7 Poltergeist
7.15. Poltergeist
• Object of a class are short-lived, typically stateless and they perform initialization or invoke methods in
another, more permanent class. The class is unnecessary in the class structure, making it more complex.
• Remove the class and delegate its functions to a more permanent class.

7.16. 7.8 Sequential Coupling
7.17. Sequential Coupling
• Operations of a class must be called in a particular sequence; wrong order results in malfunction.
• Extend the interface of the class with a new operation which calls the method in proper order and hides the
ordering (template method).

7.18. 7.9 BaseBean
7.19. BaseBean
• A class inherits functionality from a utility class instead of delegating to it. Utility classes are usually stable,
but if anything has changed, then it affects the subclasses. It is also possible that subclasses inherit undesired
functionalities.
• Use object composition and method delegation instead of inheritance.

7.20. 7.10 Call Super
7.21. Call Super
• A subclass must override a method of its superclass substituting its own implementation of the method, but
the superclass's method must still be called from the overriding method. If the programming language does
not support this process, then the result is the original, general behavior.
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• Introduce and abstract operation in the superclass for the special behavior, and in the implementation of the
original method call this operation. The subclass should override only this new operation. (Template method.)

7.22. 7.11 Empty Subclass Failure
7.23. Empty Subclass Failure
• A subclass is created from a superclass without introducing new properties, but the behavior of its instances
differs from the behavior of the superclass.
• The problem is probably in the construction process and the instance is created with wrong initial values. The
constructor should be checked.

8. 8 Case studies for patterns
8.1. Case studies for patterns
• Examples for patterns are implemented in Java.
• Excerpts of Java code are shown in the slides, that are essential part of implementation.
• Full Java code is presented in the projects attached.

8.2. 8.1 Producer - Consumer
8.3. Producer - Consumer
• Separate in time the production and use of objects.
• There is a storage with given capacity between the producer and consumer. Instead of passing directly the
objects created, the producer puts them in the storage, and the consumer gets them from there.
• The products are irrelevant for the case studies, only their number in the storage is considered.
• Producers and consumers access the storage according to the guarded suspension pattern.

8.3.1. 8.1.1 Model

8.4. Model
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8.4.1. 8.1.2 Java implementation

8.5. Java implementation (ProducerConsumer)
• Producers and consumers are threads.
• Simple delays are used for product creation and processing.
• Single queue is used for the waiting producers or consumers, since only one type of them can be waiting.
• Threads are queued by their access order (scheduler pattern in its simplest form).
• GUI shows if threads are busy with products or waiting for the storage; and the number of products in the
storage.
import javax.swing.*;
public class Consumer extends Thread
{
private static final ImageIcon processes = ...
private static final ImageIcon getproduct = ...
private static final ImageIcon finished = ...
private ProducerConsumer
private Storage
private JLabel

pc;
store;
state;

public Consumer(ProducerConsumer pc, Storage store)
{
this.pc = pc;
this.store = store;
state = new JLabel(finished);
}

@Override
public void run()
{
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while ( pc.isRunning() || !store.isEmpty() )
{
getProduct();
// statemachine
processesProduct();
}
state.setIcon(finished);
pc.finished();
}

/** Require product (state in statemachine) */
private void getProduct()
{
state.setIcon(getproduct);
store.getProduct(this);
}
/** Process product (state in statemachine) */
private void processesProduct()
{
state.setIcon(processes);
try { sleep(ProducerConsumer.randomtime(2, 4)); }
catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
}

import javax.swing.*;
public class Producer extends Thread
{
private static final ImageIcon creates = ...
private static final ImageIcon putproduct = ...
private static final ImageIcon finished = ...
private ProducerConsumer
private Storage
private JLabel

pc;
store;
state;

public Producer(ProducerConsumer pc, Storage store)
{
this.pc = pc;
this.store = store;
state = new JLabel(finished);
}

@Override
public void run()
{
while ( pc.isRunning() || store.hasRequest() )
{
createsProduct();
// statemachine
putProduct();
}
state.setIcon(finished);
pc.finished();
}

/** Create product (state in statemachine) */
private void createsProduct()
{
state.setIcon(creates);
try { sleep(ProducerConsumer.randomtime(3, 6)); }
catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
/** Pass product (state in statemachine) */
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private void putProduct()
{
state.setIcon(putproduct);
store.putProduct(this);
}
}

import java.awt.Font;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import javax.swing.JLabel;
public class Storage
{
private int
capacity;
private int
products;
private ArrayList<Thread>
private JLabel

state;

// max. number of products
// number of products stored
queue; // waiting threads
// displays the state

public Storage(int capacity)
{
this.capacity = Math.max(capacity, 1);
products = 0;
queue = new ArrayList();
state = new JLabel("0", JLabel.CENTER);
Font
f = state.getFont();
state.setFont(
f.deriveFont(Font.BOLD, f.getSize() + 10));
}

public void putProduct(Producer p)
{
synchronized (this)
{
if ( products == 0 && !queue.isEmpty() )
{
Thread c = queue.remove(0);
synchronized (c) { c.notify(); }
return;
}
if ( products < capacity )
{
products++;
state.setText("" + products);
return;
}
queue.add(p);
}
synchronized (p)
{
try { p.wait(); } catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
}

public void getProduct(Consumer c)
{
synchronized (this)
{
if ( products == capacity && !queue.isEmpty() )
{
Thread p = queue.remove(0);
synchronized (p) { p.notify(); }
return;
}
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if ( products != 0 )
{
products--;
state.setText("" + products);
return;
}
queue.add(c);
}
synchronized (c)
{
try { c.wait(); } catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
}

/** The storage is empty (used for termination) */
public synchronized boolean isEmpty()
{
return products == 0;
}
/**
* Any consumer waits for product (used for termination)
* @return true, if there is at least one waiting consumer
*/
public synchronized boolean hasRequest()
{
return products == 0 && !queue.isEmpty();
}
}

8.6. 8.2 Dining philosophers
8.7. Dining philosophers
• Philosophers sits around a table, each has a plate of spaghetti on the table.
• There is a fork between each pair of plates.
• A philosopher meditates for a while, then tries to eat.
• If he can get a fork to each of his hands, then eats for a while, and then releases the forks and meditates
again.
• If no fork is available, then he immediately meditates again.
• If one fork is available, then he holds it and waits for a period of time for the second fork.
• If the other fork becomes available within the given period, then he grabs it and eats.
• If the fork is not available, then he releases the fork and meditates.

8.7.1. 8.2.1 Model

8.8. Model
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8.8.1. 8.2.2 Java implementation

8.9. Java implementation (Dinner)
• Given amount of spaghetti is served on each plate.
• Philosopher leaves when the plate is empty.
• Eating time is determined by consumed food quantity.
• Food quantity and waiting time is randomized.
• Philosopher class implements runnable interface, and in the run operation it cycles through its states
according to the state-chart diagram.
• GUI shows status icons for philosophers (thinking, eating waiting) and forks (on table, in hand).
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public class Fork
{
...
private Philosopher user;
private Philosopher left;
private Philosopher right;
...

// the one holding the fork
// philosopher on the left
// philosopher on the right

/** A philosopher puts the fork on the table */
public synchronized void release()
{
Philosopher
f = user;
user = null;
// nobody is holding
// notify the other philosopher
if ( f == left )
right.notify(this);
else
left.notify(this);
}

/**
* A philosopher tries to take the fork
* @return number of forks assigned (0 failed, 1 success)
*/
public synchronized int take(Philosopher f)
{
if ( user != null ) return 0;
user = f;
return 1;
}
}

public class Philosopher implements Runnable
{
private static final int UNIT = 200; // time unit
private static final int FULL = 160; // full plate
private
private
private
private
private
private

Fork
Fork
int
int
boolean
int

left;
right;
lh;
rh;
listen;
plate;

//
//
//
//
//
//

fork on the left side
fork on the right side
number of forks in left hand
number of forks in right hand
true if waits for a fork
amount of food on the plate

/** The dinner begins */
public void start()
{
plate = FULL; listen = false;
lh = rh = 0;
new Thread(this).start();
}

@Override
public void run()
{
while ( plate > 0 )
{
thinking();
lh = left.take(this);
rh = right.take(this);
if ( lh + rh == 2 )
eating();
else if ( lh + rh == 1 ) waiting(); // only one fork
}
// else no fork -> thinking
}
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/** Thinking state */
private void thinking()
{
try { Thread.sleep(randomvalue(10, 50) * UNIT); }
catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
/** Eating state */
private void eating()
{
int qty = Math.min(randomvalue(20, 40), plate);
plate -= qty;
try { Thread.sleep(qty * UNIT); }
catch (InterruptedException e) {}
left.release();
right.release();
}

/** Waiting state */
public void waiting()
{
listen = true;
synchronized (this)
{
try { wait(randomvalue(10, 30) * UNIT); }
catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
listen = false;
if ( lh + rh == 2 )
eating();
else if ( lh == 0 )
right.release();
else if ( rh == 0 )
left.release();
}

/**
* Called by a fork when it is released
* @param f the fork released
*/
public synchronized void notify(Fork f)
{
if ( !listen ) return; // not waiting, nothing to do
f.take(this);
if ( lh == 0 ) lh = 1;
else
rh = 1;
notify();
}
}

8.10. 8.3 Cigarette smokers
8.11. Cigarette smokers
• A cigarette requires three ingredients to smoke: tobacco, smoking paper and a match.
• There are three chain smokers around a table, each of whom has an infinite supply of one of the three
ingredients.
• There is a non-smoking arbiter who enables the smokers to make their cigarettes.
• The arbiter selects two of the smokers, takes one item out of each of their supplies, and places the items on
the table.
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• Then he notifies the third smoker that he has done this.
• If the third smoker is not smoking, then he takes the items from the table and uses them along with his own
ingredient to make a cigarette, and smokes.
• If the third smoker is smoking, then he leaves the items on the table, and when finishes his cigarette, takes
them and make a new one.
• When the table is empty the arbiter selects again two smokers and collect ingredients from them.

8.11.1. 8.3.1 Model

8.12. Model
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8.12.1. 8.3.2 Java implementation

8.13. Java implementation (Smokers)
• Smoker and Arbiter classes are subclasses of Thread, and the run operation implements their state-chart
diagram.
• Smokers are "color coded", i.e., colors identify their ingredients (white - paper, brown - tobacco, red - match).
• Icons are used to visualize smokers state (smoking, non-smoking).
• Colors show the arbiter current ingredient collection.
• The supply method of smokers implements necessary delays for arbiter. (Like guarded suspension pattern).
• Delays can be used to make the simulation more easy to follow.
public class Arbiter extends Thread
{
private static final ImageIcon empty = ...;
private JPanel
display;
private JLabel[]
ingredients;
private Smoker[]
smokers;
public Arbiter(Smoker[] smokers)
{
this.smokers = smokers;
display = new JPanel(new GridLayout(1, 2));
ingredients = new JLabel[2];
for ( int i = 0; i < ingredients.length; i++ )
{
ingredients[i] = new JLabel(empty);
display.add(ingredients[i]);
}
}

@Override
public void run()
{
int
s;
while ( true )
{
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s = collect();
smokers[s].supplies(this);
for ( int i = 0; i < ingredients.length; i++ )
ingredients[i].setIcon(empty);
}
}

private int collect()
{
int
s = (int)(Math.random() * smokers.length);
for ( int i = 1; i <= 2; i++ )
ingredients[i - 1].setIcon(smokers[(s + i) smokers.length].getIngredient());
return s;
}
}

public class Smoker extends Thread
{
private static final int
SMOKINGTIME = 4000;
private static final ImageIcon smokingstate = ...;
private static final ImageIcon waitingstate = ...;
private ImageIcon
ingredient;
private JLabel
display;
private int
supplied;
private boolean
smoking;
private Arbiter
arbiter;
public Smoker(ImageIcon ingredient)
{
this.ingredient = ingredient; arbiter = null;
supplied = 0;
smoking = false;
display
= new JLabel(waitingstate);
}

@Override
public void run()
{
while ( true )
{
waits();
smokes();
}
}

public void supplies(Arbiter a)
{
synchronized (this)
{
supplied++;
if ( !smoking )
{
smoking = true;
notify();
return;
}
arbiter = a;
}
synchronized (a)
{
try { a.wait(); } catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
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}

private synchronized void waits()
{
smoking = false;
display.setIcon(waitingstate);
try { wait(); } catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}

private void smokes()
{
display.setIcon(smokingstate);
while ( supplied > 0 )
{
synchronized(this)
{
supplied--;
if ( arbiter != null && supplied == 0 )
{
synchronized(arbiter) { arbiter.notify(); }
arbiter = null;
}
}
try { sleep(SMOKINGTIME); } catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
}
}

8.14. 8.4 GUI components from XML
8.15. GUI components from XML
• The appearance of a user interface item may change, but this does not effect the associated behavior.
• Separating the appearance from the behavior makes the program more flexible.
• The behavior is fixed in the code, but the appearance can be configured independently (run-time).
• XML description can be used, avoiding hard wiring the appearance in the code.
• Example: building menubars and toolbars from XML descriptions.

8.16. Menubar
• A menubar is identified by a name.
• It contains menus.
• A menu is identified by a name and may have a mnemonic.
• A menu may contain:
• Menu item: identified by name, may have text, mnemonic and accelerator.
• Separator.
• Checkbox menu item (with name, text, mnemonic, accelerator and initial state).
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• Radiobuttons in groups (with name, text, mnemonic, accelerator).
• Embedded menu.

8.17. Toolbar
• A toolbar is identified by a name.
• It contains items (buttons) and separators.
• An item can be:
• Button: identified by name and may have an icon.
• Checkbutton with name, icon, selected icon and initial state.
• Radiobutton in a group with name, icon, selected icon.
• Bars are accessed by their names from the program.
• Menu and toolbar items are identified by names, and these names connects them to the event handler object in
the program. (The name of the object and the item must match.)
• The state of checkbuttons and radiobuttons in menus and toolbars must be synchronized.
• Command class:
• An object can be related to menu and toolbar items using its name.
• Event handling is extended by state synchronization. (Embedded action object, decorator pattern.)

8.18. Example XML
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<bars>
<menubar name="menu">
<menu name="File" mnemonic="F">
<menuitem name="new" text="New" mnemonic="N"
accelerator="ctrl N"/>
<menuitem name="open" text="Open" mnemonic="O"
accelerator="ctrl O"/>
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<menuitem name="save" text="Save" mnemonic="S"
accelerator="ctrl S"/>
<menuitem name="save as" text="Save As"/>
<separator/>
<menu name="Recent files" mnemonic="R">
<menuitem name="recent1" text="Recent 1" mnemonic="1"/>
<menuitem name="recent2" text="Recent 2" mnemonic="2"/>
<menuitem name="recent3" text="Recent 3" mnemonic="3"/>
<menuitem name="recent4" text="Recent 4" mnemonic="4"/>
</menu>

<separator/>
<menuitem name="exit" text="Exit" mnemonic="X"
accelerator="alt X"/>
</menu>
<menu name="Choices" mnemonic="V">
<radiogroup>
<menuitem name="a" mnemonic="A" accelerator="ctrl A"/>
<menuitem name="b" mnemonic="B" accelerator="ctrl B"/>
<menuitem name="c" mnemonic="C" accelerator="ctrl C"/>
</radiogroup>
<separator/>
<checkbox name="d" mnemonic="D" accelerator="ctrl D"
state="false"/>
</menu>
</menubar>

<toolbar name="toolbar">
<toolitem name="new" icon="res/new.gif"/>
<toolitem name="open" icon="res/open.gif"/>
<toolitem name="save" icon="res/save.gif"/>
<separator/>
<radiogroup>
<toolitem name="a" icon="res/a.gif" selectedicon="res/as.gif"/>
<toolitem name="b" icon="res/b.gif" selectedicon="res/bs.gif"/>
<toolitem name="c" icon="res/c.gif" selectedicon="res/cs.gif"/>
</radiogroup>
<separator/>
<checkbox name="d" icon="res/d.gif" selectedicon="res/ds.gif"/>
</toolbar>
</bars>

8.19. XML parsing
• SAX parser:
• push parser,
• uses a DefaultHandler object to process components in an XML file.
• State pattern is used in parsing.
• Different states are assigned to XML tags (menubar, menu, menuitem

).

• Tag processing is varying only (processElement method of the current state object is called when a tag is
reached.)
• Information about the current state is stored in a stack.
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8.19.1. 8.4.1 Java implementation

8.20. Java implementation (UIBars)
• Command and XMLBars classes of uibars package correspond to the description and class diagrams given.
• XMLBars class stores the menubars and toolbars in hashtable with their names.
• Event handling commands are passed to the constructor.
• The name of the class used for accessing image files (relative path to this class), and it is also passes as a
parameter to the constructor.
• The URL of the XML description is a parameter of the constructor.
• Test environment uses the example XML description for GUI.
• Event handling: shows message in a text area.
public abstract class Command implements ActionListener
{
...
/** event handling action */
protected AbstractAction

action;

/** assigned menu items */
protected ArrayList<JMenuItem>

menuitem;

/** assigned toolbar items */
protected ArrayList<AbstractButton> toolitem;
...

/**
* Creates a menu item and assigns it to the command
* @return menu item
*/
public JMenuItem createMenuItem()
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{
JMenuItem
item = new JMenuItem(action);
item.setText(text);
item.setEnabled(defaultstate);
item.setMnemonic(mnemonic);
menuitem.add(item);
return item;
}
...

protected void clicked(ActionEvent e)
{
int
i;
boolean state, cont;
Object source = e.getSource();
state = cont = true;
for ( i = 0; i < menuitem.size() && cont; i++ )
if ( source == menuitem.get(i) )
{
state = menuitem.get(i).isSelected();
cont = false;
}

for ( i = 0; i < toolitem.size() && cont; i++ )
if ( source == toolitem.get(i) )
{
state = toolitem.get(i).isSelected();
cont = false;
}
for ( i = 0; i < menuitem.size(); i++ )
menuitem.get(i).setSelected(state);
for ( i = 0; i < toolitem.size(); i++ )
toolitem.get(i).setSelected(state);
}

/**
* Creates the event handler (-> action)
* (used in constructor)
*/
protected void createAction()
{
action = new AbstractAction()
{
@Override
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
clicked(e);
// decorator pattern
Command.this.actionPerformed(e);
}
};
}
}

public class XMLBars
{
private interface ParseState
{
public abstract void processElement(
String qn, Attributes attr)
throws SAXException;
}
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private class StateDesc
{
public ParseState
ps;
public String
currentbar;
public JMenu
currentmenu;
public StateDesc(ParseState ps,
String currentbar,
JMenu currentmenu)
{
this.ps = ps;
this.currentbar = currentbar;
this.currentmenu = currentmenu;
}
}

private ParseState state;
private Stack<StateDesc> stack; // Stack for XML parsing
public XMLBars(String parent, java.net.URL url,
Command[] cmds)
{
this.parent = parent; commands = cmds;
stack = new Stack();
try
{
state = rootstate;
SAXParser parser =
SAXParserFactory.newInstance().newSAXParser();
parser.parse(url.toString(), xmlhandler);
}
catch (Exception e) { ... }
}

private DefaultHandler xmlhandler = new DefaultHandler()
{
@Override
public void startDocument() throws SAXException
{
stack.removeAllElements();
}
@Override
public void startElement(String uri, String ln,
String qn, Attributes attr)
throws SAXException
{
state.processElement(qn, attr);
}

@Override
public void endElement(String uri, String ln, String qn)
throws SAXException
{
stack.pop();
if ( !stack.isEmpty() ) state = stack.peek().ps;
}
@Override
public void endDocument() throws SAXException
{
stack.removeAllElements();
}
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};

private ParseState rootstate = new ParseState()
{
@Override
public void processElement(String qn,
Attributes attr)
throws SAXException
{
if ( !qn.equals("bars") )
throw new SAXException("...");
state = barsstate;
stack.push(new StateDesc(state, null, null));
}
};

private ParseState barsstate = new ParseState()
{
@Override
public void processElement(String qn,
Attributes attr)
throws SAXException
{
if ( qn.equals("menubar") )
{
StateDesc st =
new StateDesc(menubarstate,
createMenuBar(attr),
null);
stack.push(st);
state = menubarstate;
}

else if ( qn.equals("toolbar") )
{
StateDesc st =
new StateDesc(toolbarstate,
createToolBar(attr),
null);
stack.push(st);
state = toolbarstate;
}
else
throw new SAXException("...");
}
};

private ParseState menubarstate = new ParseState()
{
@Override
public void processElement(String qn,
Attributes attr)
throws SAXException
{
if ( qn.equals("menu") )
{
JMenu
mn = createMenu(attr);
getMenuBar(stack.peek().currentbar).add(mn);
StateDesc
st = new StateDesc(menustate, null, mn);
stack.push(st);
state = menustate;
}
else
throw new SAXException("...");
}
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};

private ParseState menustate = new ParseState()
{
@Override
public void processElement(String qn, Attributes attr)
throws SAXException
{
if ( qn.equals("menu") )
{
JMenu
mn = createMenu(attr);
stack.peek().currentmenu.add(mn);
StateDesc
st = new StateDesc(menustate, null, mn);
stack.push(st);
state = menustate;
}
else if ( qn.equals("menuitem") )
{
stack.peek().currentmenu.add(createMenuItem(attr));
stack.push(new StateDesc(menustate, null, null));
}

else if ( qn.equals("separator") )
{
stack.peek().currentmenu.addSeparator();
stack.push(new StateDesc(menustate, null, null));
}
else if ( qn.equals("checkbox") )
{
stack.peek().currentmenu.add(createCheckMenuItem(attr));
stack.push(new StateDesc(menustate, null, null));
}
else if ( qn.equals("radiogroup") )
{
...
state = groupstate;
}
else throw new SAXException("Unknown menu component\n");
}
};

private String createMenuBar(Attributes attr)
throws SAXException
{
JMenuBar
menubar = new JMenuBar();
String
name = attr.getValue("name");
menubars.put(name, menubar);
return name;
}
private JMenu createMenu(Attributes attr) throws SAXException
{
JMenu
menu = new JMenu(attr.getValue("name"));
try
{
menu.setMnemonic(attr.getValue("mnemonic").charAt(0));
}
catch (Exception e) {} // mnemonic is not needed
return menu;
}

private JMenuItem createMenuItem(Attributes attr)
throws SAXException
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{
Command command = getCommand(attr.getValue("name"));
if ( command == null )
throw new SAXException("...");
try
{
command.setText(attr.getValue("text"));
}
catch (Exception e) {} // text is not necessary
try
{
command.setMnemonic(attr.getValue("mnemonic"));
}
catch (Exception e) {} // mnemonic is not necessary

try
{
command.setAccelerator(attr.getValue("accelerator"));
}
catch (Exception e) {} // accelerator is not necessary
return command.createMenuItem();
}

8.21. 8.5 Simple drawing program
8.22. Simple drawing program
• Simple shapes: lines, rectangles and ellipses can be added to a picture.
• Drawing attributes: line color, fill color, transparency, line style and line width can be selected.
• A shape can be selected and moved in the picture.
• New picture can be started, a picture can be saved and a saved picture can be loaded.
• Undo and redo is supported.
• Only a single picture can be edited.

8.22.1. 8.5.1 Model

8.23. Model
• MVC architecture could be used, but the complexity of this problem result in a more simple solution if no
packages are distinguished.
• The main class (MiniDraw) handles user actions, except the mouse events.
• Prototype pattern is used for current shape selection.
• The DrawShape abstract class describes the possible shapes in the picture.
• The DrawPanel class stores picture data and visualizes them.
• The class logs executed actions to support undo/redo. (Command pattern.)
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• The class uses mouse adapters to handle mouse events. Two adapters are defined: one for drawing shapes,
one for moving shapes. The class switches between these according to its state (state pattern).
• A shape can be represented by two points and its drawing attributes.
• Basic operations for shapes:
• drawing a shape (draw);
• cloning/copying a shape (copy) for prototype pattern;
• moving a shape to a given point (moveTo);
• changing the second point of the shape by dragging the mouse (end).
• Two type of command are necessary for undo/redo support:
• adding a new shape to the picture: the shape is always the last one, thus only the shape should be stored;
• moving a shape: the index of the shape and its original and target position should be stored.
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8.23.1. 8.5.2 Java implementation

8.24. Java implementation (MiniDraw)
public abstract class DrawShape implements Serializable
{
public static final int NORMAL = 0;
public static final int DASHED = 1;
public static final int DOTTED = 2;
public static final int DASHDOT = 3;
protected
protected
protected
protected

Point
Point
Color
Color

startpoint;
endpoint;
linecolor;
fillcolor;
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protected
protected
protected
protected

boolean
filled;
float
linewidth;
int
styleid;
transient BasicStroke
style;

protected DrawShape(Point p, Color lc, Color fc,
boolean f, float w, int st)
{
startpoint = new Point(p); endpoint = new Point(p);
linecolor = lc; fillcolor = fc;
filled = f; linewidth = w;
styleid = st;
style = linestyle();
}
public abstract DrawShape copy(Point p, Color lc,
Color fc, boolean f,
float w, int st);
public abstract void draw(Graphics2D g);

public void end(Point p)
{
endpoint.x = p.x; endpoint.y = p.y;
}
public void moveTo(Point pos)
{
int x = pos.x - startpoint.x;
int y = pos.y - startpoint.y;
startpoint.setLocation(pos);
endpoint.translate(x, y);
}
}

public class DrawLine extends DrawShape
{
private transient Line2D.Double s; //shape for drawing
public DrawLine()
{
super(new Point(0, 0), Color.black, Color.black,
false, 1.0f, DrawShape.NORMAL);
s = new Line2D.Double();
}
public DrawLine(Point p, Color lc, Color fc,
boolean f, float w, int st)
{
super(p, lc, fc, f, w, st);
s = new Line2D.Double();
}

@Override
public DrawShape copy(Point p, Color lc, Color fc,
boolean f, float w, int st)
{
return new DrawLine(p, lc, fc, f, w, st);
}
@Override
public void draw(Graphics2D g)
{
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g.setColor(linecolor);
g.setStroke(style);
s.setLine(startpoint.x + 0.5, startpoint.y + 0.5,
endpoint.x + 0.5, endpoint.y + 0.5);
g.draw(s);
}

private void readObject(java.io.ObjectInputStream in)
throws java.io.IOException, ClassNotFoundException
{
in.defaultReadObject();
s = new Line2D.Double();
style = linestyle();
}
}

public class DrawRectangle extends DrawShape
{
private transient Rectangle2D.Double s;
public DrawRectangle()
{
super(new Point(0, 0), Color.black, Color.black,
false, 1.0f, DrawShape.NORMAL);
s = new Rectangle2D.Double();
}
public DrawRectangle(Point p, Color lc, Color fc,
boolean f, float w, int st)
{
super(p, lc, fc, f, w, st);
s = new Rectangle2D.Double();
}

@Override
public DrawShape copy(Point p, Color lc, Color fc,
boolean f, float w, int st)
{
return new DrawRectangle(p, lc, fc, f, w, st);
}
@Override
public void draw(Graphics2D g)
{
s.setFrame(frame());
if ( filled )
{
g.setColor(fillcolor); g.fill(s);
}
g.setColor(linecolor); g.setStroke(style);
g.draw(s);
}

public interface DrawCommand
{
public abstract void undo(
java.util.ArrayList<DrawShape> shapes);
public abstract void redo(
java.util.ArrayList<DrawShape> shapes);
}
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public class AddShapeCommand implements DrawCommand
{
private DrawShape
shape;
public AddShapeCommand(DrawShape shape)
{
this.shape = shape;
}
@Override
public void undo(ArrayList<DrawShape> shapes)
{
shapes.remove(shapes.size() - 1);
}
@Override
public void redo(ArrayList<DrawShape> shapes)
{
shapes.add(shape);
}
}

public class MoveCommand implements DrawCommand
{
private int
index;
private Point
from;
private Point
to;
public MoveCommand(int index, Point from, Point to)
{
this.from = new Point(from);
this.to = new Point(to);
this.index = index;
}
public void change(Point to)

{ this.to = to; }

@Override
public void undo(ArrayList<DrawShape> shapes)
{
shapes.get(index).moveTo(from);
}
@Override
public void redo(ArrayList<DrawShape> shapes)
{
shapes.get(index).moveTo(to);
}
}

public class DrawPanel extends JPanel implements Scrollable
{
private static final int size = 1000; // default size
private Dimension extension = new Dimension(size, size);
private MiniDraw frame;
private ArrayList<DrawShape>
private DrawShape
private int

shapes;
current;
selected;

private ArrayList<DrawCommand>
private int

commands;
lastcommand;

private boolean movemode;
private Cursor currentcursor;
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private int
zoom;
private boolean ischanged;
public DrawPanel(MiniDraw frame)
{
this.frame = frame;
setPreferredSize(extension);
shapes = new ArrayList();
commands = new ArrayList(); lastcommand = -1;
addMouseListener(drawmouse);
addMouseMotionListener(drawmouse);
zoom = 1; ischanged = false; current = null;
movemode = false; selected = -1;
currentcursor = Cursor.getPredefinedCursor(
Cursor.CROSSHAIR_CURSOR);
setCursor(currentcursor);
}

@Override
protected void paintComponent(Graphics g)
{
g.setColor(Color.white);
g.fillRect(0, 0, getWidth(), getHeight());
Graphics2D g2 = (Graphics2D)g;
g2.scale(zoom, zoom);
for ( DrawShape a : shapes )
a.draw(g2);
if ( current != null ) current.draw(g2);
}

public void moveMode(boolean on)
{
if ( movemode == on )
return;
movemode = on;
if ( movemode )
{
currentcursor = Cursor.getPredefinedCursor(
Cursor.DEFAULT_CURSOR);
removeMouseListener(drawmouse);
removeMouseMotionListener(drawmouse);
addMouseListener(movemouse);
addMouseMotionListener(movemouse);
}

else
{
currentcursor = Cursor.getPredefinedCursor(
Cursor.CROSSHAIR_CURSOR);
removeMouseListener(movemouse);
removeMouseMotionListener(movemouse);
addMouseListener(drawmouse);
addMouseMotionListener(drawmouse);
}
setCursor(currentcursor);
}
private void convert(Point p) // Converts mouse pos
{
p.x = (int)p.getX() / zoom;
p.y = (int)p.getY() / zoom;
}

/** Mouse handling for draw mode */
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private MouseAdapter
drawmouse = new MouseAdapter()
{
// scaled (according to zoom) mouse position
private Point
pos = new Point();
@Override
public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent e)
{
pos = e.getPoint();
convert(pos);
frame.setText(4, info(pos));
}

@Override
public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e)
{
if ( e.getButton() != MouseEvent.BUTTON1 )
return;
pos = e.getPoint();
convert(pos);
current = frame.createShape(pos);
repaint();
frame.setText(4, info(pos));
}

@Override
public void mouseDragged(MouseEvent e)
{
if ( (e.getModifiersEx() &
MouseEvent.BUTTON1_DOWN_MASK) == 0 ) return;
pos = e.getPoint();
convert(pos);
current.end(pos);
repaint();
frame.setText(5, info(pos));
}

@Override
public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e)
{
if ( e.getButton() != MouseEvent.BUTTON1 )
return;
pos = e.getPoint();
convert(pos);
current.end(pos);
shapes.add(current);
addCommand(new AddShapeCommand(current));
current = null;
repaint();
frame.setText(5, "");
frame.setText(4, info(pos));
ischanged = true;
}
};

/** Mouse handling for moving mode */
private MouseAdapter
movemouse = new MouseAdapter()
{
// scaled (according to zoom) mouse position
private Point
pos = new Point();
// Command for current move
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MoveCommand mc;
@Override
public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent e)
{
pos = e.getPoint();
convert(pos);
frame.setText(4, info(pos));
}

@Override
public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e)
{
if ( e.getButton() != MouseEvent.BUTTON1 )
return;
pos = e.getPoint();
convert(pos);
if ( (selected = selectShape(pos)) == -1 )
return;
mc = new MoveCommand(selected,
shapes.get(selected).getPosition(), pos);
shapes.get(selected).moveTo(pos);
repaint();
frame.setText(4, info(pos));
}

@Override
public void mouseDragged(MouseEvent e)
{
if ( selected == -1 )
return;
if ( (e.getModifiersEx() &
MouseEvent.BUTTON1_DOWN_MASK) == 0 ) return;
pos = e.getPoint();
convert(pos);
shapes.get(selected).moveTo(pos);
mc.change(pos);
repaint();
frame.setText(5, info(pos));
}

@Override
public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e)
{
if ( selected == -1 )
return;
if ( e.getButton() != MouseEvent.BUTTON1 )
return;
pos = e.getPoint();
convert(pos);
shapes.get(selected).moveTo(pos);
mc.change(pos);
addCommand(mc);
repaint();
frame.setText(5, "");
frame.setText(4, info(pos));
ischanged = true;
}
};

/**
* Adds the command to the list,
* sets the undo/redo pointer
*/
private void addCommand(DrawCommand c)
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{
int i = lastcommand + 1;
while ( i < commands.size() ) commands.remove(i);
commands.add(c);
lastcommand++;
frame.onlyUndo();
}

public void undo()
{
commands.get(lastcommand).undo(shapes);
lastcommand--;
repaint();
}
public void redo()
{
lastcommand++;
commands.get(lastcommand).redo(shapes);
repaint();
}

public boolean canUndo()
{
return lastcommand > -1;
}
public boolean canRedo()
{
return lastcommand < commands.size() - 1;
}
}

public class MiniDraw extends JFrame
{
// prototypes
private static final DrawLine
new DrawLine();
private static final DrawRectangle
new DrawRectangle();
private static final DrawEllipse
new DrawEllipse();

line =
rectangle =
ellipse =

private DrawShape

current = line; // curr. prototype

private DrawPanel
private StatusBar

drawpanel;
statusbar;

private
private
private
private
private

linecolor = Color.black;
fillcolor = Color.black;
isfilled = false;
linewidth = 1.0f;
linestyle = DrawShape.NORMAL;

Color
Color
boolean
float
int

private AbstractAction lineshape = new AbstractAction("Line", line.icon())
{
@Override
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
drawpanel.moveMode(false);
current = line;
statusbar.setIcon(0, current.icon());
statusbar.setText(0, current.name());
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}
};

private AbstractAction rectangleshape =
new AbstractAction("Rectangle", rectangle.icon())
{
@Override
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
drawpanel.moveMode(false);
current = rectangle;
statusbar.setIcon(0, current.icon());
statusbar.setText(0, current.name());
}
};

private AbstractAction ellipseshape =
new AbstractAction("Ellipse", ellipse.icon())
{
@Override
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
drawpanel.moveMode(false);
current = ellipse;
statusbar.setIcon(0, current.icon());
statusbar.setText(0, current.name());
}
};

private AbstractAction moveaction =
new AbstractAction("Move", moving)
{
@Override
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
drawpanel.moveMode(true);
statusbar.setIcon(0, moving);
statusbar.setText(0, "Move");
}
};

private AbstractAction undoaction =
new AbstractAction("Undo", undo)
{
@Override
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
drawpanel.undo();
setEnabled(drawpanel.canUndo());
redoaction.setEnabled(drawpanel.canRedo());
}
};

private AbstractAction redoaction =
new AbstractAction("Redo", redo)
{
@Override
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
drawpanel.redo();
setEnabled(drawpanel.canRedo());
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undoaction.setEnabled(drawpanel.canUndo());
}
};

public MiniDraw()
{
undoaction.setEnabled(false);
redoaction.setEnabled(false);
drawpanel = new DrawPanel(this);
createUI();
...
}
// Creates shape based on prototype and draw attr.
public DrawShape createShape(Point p)
{
return current.copy(p, linecolor, fillcolor,
isfilled, linewidth, linestyle);
}
}

8.25. 8.6 Exercises
8.26. Exercises
Next some problems are presented that can be solved by using patterns.
• Create design for a problem.
• Consider possible patterns to be used.
• Implement the design.

8.27. 8.7 Extending MiniDraw
8.28. Extending MiniDraw
• Complete the set of possible shapes with new ones, e.g., text, bezier curve, arc. (Two points are not proper
representation.)
• Create new editing operations for a shape selected.
• Changing a drawing attribute (color, line style,

).

• Bring the shape forward (other shape are "under" this shape).
• Change the position of one point of the shape.
• Extend undo/redo support for the new operations.
• Simultaneous editing of more than one pictures. (Introduce MVC architecture.)

8.29. 8.8 Animation
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8.30. Animation
• An XML file contains the description of animation.
• References to backgrounds and objects in the animation are given first.
• An object is a non-empty sequence of pictures to be shown in the frames of the animation.
• Next the sequence of frames are given.
• Background picture is specified (shifting, scaling is possible).
• A background is valid until other background is specified.
• Objects are specified for a frame either by defining their position, sequence number and scaling; or relative
to their appearance in the previous frame (move, sequence number change, scale).
• Nested loops can be used to repeat subsequences.
• It is possible to create concurrent threads of sequences.

8.31. 8.9 Comics editor
8.32. Comics editor
• Pages of comics can be created interactively.
• Page style must be selected for a new page (how many tiles, and their layout) from a template set.
• The background for a tile must be selected (picture file). Clipping, rescaling is possible.
• Objects must be added to a tile.
• An object is a picture (it is possible to use preloaded palette).
• The object must be positioned, scaled, transformed (mirrored, rotated).
• The comics can be saved in internal form (to be further edited later), or exported in a printable version.

8.33. 8.10 Sleeping barber
8.34. Sleeping barber
• There is a barber shop with one barber, barber chair and a waiting room with a number of chairs in it.
• When the barber finishes with one customer, he dismisses him and checks the waiting room if there is
someone waiting.
• If someone is in the waiting room, the barber brings the person to the barber chair and cuts his hair.
• If the waiting room is empty, then the barber returns to his chair and sleeps in it.
• When a new customer arrives and
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• the waiting room is empty and the barber is sleeping, the customer wakes up the barber and sits in the chair
(the barber begins cutting his hair);
• the barber is working and there is free chair in the waiting room, the customer sits in and waits his turn;
• the barber is working and there is no free chair, then the customer leaves.

9. 9 Functional design patterns in Scala
9.1. 9.1 Introduction
9.2. Functional design patterns in Scala
We will examine design patterns in functional programming environment

9.3. Design patterns I.
"In software engineering, a design pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem
within a given context in software design. A design pattern is not a finished design that can be transformed
directly into code. It is a description or template for how to solve a problem that can be used in many different
situations. Patterns are formalized best practices that the programmer must implement themselves in the
application." - Wikipedia

9.4. Design patterns II.
• Originally, designs patters appeared to ease object-oriented programing
• However, the design pattern concept is more general than to be used only in OO programming
• According to the definition: general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem
• Thus: it can be applied to other programming paradigms e.g. functional programming

9.5. Design patterns III.
• Different programming paradigms and programming languages pose different problems
• Peter Norvig found that 16 of the 23 patterns in Design Patterns (GoF) were "invisible or simpler" in Lisp
• Some patterns used in a programming language is language construct in another language
• e.g. Visitor pattern vs. pattern matching in functional languages
• Some patterns are easier to implement is some languages
• e.g. the Strategy pattern using higher-order functions
• Different languages use different techniques to achieve common functionality which have their own best
practices
• e.g. Functional languages heavily use recursion to implement even basic functionality like loops

9.6. Functional programming
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• Functional programming is a programming paradigm in which programs are executed by evaluating
expressions, in contrast with imperative programming where programs are composed of statements which
change global state when executed
• Functional programming requires that functions are first-class values. They can be
• passed as an argument
• returned from a subroutine
• assigned into a variable

9.7. Features of functional languages
• Higher-order functions
• "Curried" function definitions and applications
• Purity (immutable data, referential transparency)
• Lazy evaluation (call by name or call by need semantics)
• Algebraic Data Types (ADT) and pattern matching
• Lightweight syntax for defining (anonymous) closures
• Heavy use of recursion and tail call optimization
• List comprehension
• Garbage collection
• Type inference

9.8. The Scala language
"Scala is a multi-paradigm programming language designed as a "better Java" — building on top of the Java
virtual machine (JVM) and maintaining strong interoperability with Java, while at the same time integrating
functional programming along with Java's object-oriented programming model, cleaning up what are often
considered to have been poor design decisions in Java (e.g. type erasure, checked exceptions and the non-unified
type system) and adding a number of other features designed to allow cleaner, more concise and more
expressive code to be written." - Martin Odersky et al., An Overview of the Scala Programming Language, 2nd
Edition

9.9. Functional features of Scala I.
• Higher-order functions
def apply(f: Int => String, v: Int) = f(v)

• "Curried" function definitions and applications
def add(a: Int)(b: Int) = a + b
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scala> val add3 = add(3)_
add3: Int => Int = <function1>
scala> add3(2)
res0: Int 5

9.10. Functional features of Scala II.
• Lazy evaluation
scala> lazy val a = b + 1; lazy val b = 1;
a: Int = <lazy>
b: Int = <lazy>
scala> a
res1: Int = 2
scala> b
res2: Int = 1

9.11. Functional features of Scala III.
• Algebraic Data Types (ADT) and pattern matching
abstract class Expr
case class Var(name: String) extends Expr
case class Number(num: Double) extends Expr
case class UnOp(op: String, arg: Expr) extends Expr
case class BinOp(op: String,
left: Expr, right: Expr) extends Expr
scala> val v = Var("x")
v: Var = Var(x)
scala> val op = BinOp("+", Number(1), v)
op: BinOp = BinOp(+,Number(1.0),Var(x))

9.12. Functional features of Scala IV.
• Algebraic Data Types (ADT) and pattern matching (continued)
def simplifyTop(expr: Expr): Expr = expr match {
case UnOp("-", UnOp("-", e))
=> e // -(-e)
case BinOp("+", e, Number(0)) => e // e+0
case BinOp("*", e, Number(1)) => e // e*1
case _ => expr
}

9.13. Functional features of Scala V.
• Lightweight syntax for defining (anonymous) closures
(x: Int) => x + 1
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(x: Int, y: Int) => "(" + x + ", " + y + ")"
() => { System.getProperty("user.dir") }

• List comprehension
val twoThree = List(2, 3)
val oneTwoThree = 1 :: twoThree // List(1, 2, 3)

• Advanced tail recursion optimization
• Type inference

9.14. 9.2 Writing functional style code in Scala
9.15. Scala as a functional language
• Scala is a multi-paradigm programming language which both supports Object Oriented and functional
programming style
• As an OO language, traditional design patterns can be easily implemented in Scala
• However functional programming style is encouraged, because functional programs
• result in more concise code
• offer higher level of abstraction
• achieve a better level of execution safety
• In contrast, imperative programming provide greater control over execution and the memory representation of
data, thus the code can be more efficient, but loses in execution safety

9.16. Functional style in Scala I.
• The functional style of programming emphasizes functions and evaluation results and deemphasizes the order
in which operations occur. The style is characterized by passing function values into looping methods,
immutable data, methods with no side effects
• An imperative style function:
def printArgs(args: Array[String]): Unit = {
var i = 0
while (i < args.length) {
println(args(i))
i += 1
}
}

9.17. Functional style in Scala II.
• Think in immutable
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• Scala allows both mutable (var) and immutable (val) variable declarations
• try to program without vars!
def printArgs(args: Array[String]): Unit = {
for (arg <args) println(arg)
}

• Prefer immutable objects, and methods without side effects. Use mutable objects, and methods with side
effects only when you have a specific need for them
def formatArgs(args: Array[String]) =
args.mkString("\n")

9.18. Functional style in Scala III.
• Iterate with foreach and for
def printArgs(args: Array[String]): Unit = {
args.foreach(println)
}

• Use lists
• Lists are the most important data structures in functional programming
• Scala (functional) lists are immutable in contrast to e.g. Java
• They are special syntax (list comprehension) to encourouge their usage

9.19. Functional style in Scala IV.
• Use tuples
val pair = (99, "Luftballons")
println(pair._1)
println(pair._2)

• Use classical higher-order functions
List("How","long","are","we?") map (s => s.length)
List("A","BB","C","DDD").filter(s => s.length == 1)
def sum(list: List[Int]): Int = list.foldLeft(0)(_+_)

• Prefer recursion over iteration

9.20. 9.3 GoF design patterns
9.21. Builder
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• The implementation of the Builder design pattern can be eased in some cases using curried functions or
partial function applications
• Create a general constructor function then use partial application to create specialized constructor functions
// curried function
def makeCar: Size => Engine => Luxuries => Car = ...
def makeLargeCars = makeCar(Size.Large) _
// partial application
def makeCar: (Size, Engine, Luxuries) => Car = ...
def makeLargeCars = makeCar(Size.Large, _: Engine, _: Luxuries)

9.22. Visitor I.
• Case Classes + Pattern Matching = Visitor Pattern
• Consider the following class hierarchy for representing simple expressions:
abstract class Expr
case class Num(n: Int) extends Expr
case class Sum(l: Expr, r: Expr) extends Expr
case class Prod(l: Expr, r: Expr) extends Expr

9.23. Visitor II.
• Using pattern matching, traveling the AST is trivial:
def evalExpr(e: Expr): Int = e match {
case Num(n) => n
case Sum(l, r) => evalExpr(l) + evalExpr(r)
case Prod(l, r) => evalExpr(l) * evalExpr(r)
}
def printExpr(e: Expr) = e match {
case Num(n) => print(" " + n + " ")
case Sum(l, r) => printExpr(l); print("+"); printExpr(r)
case Prod(l, r) => printExpr(l); print("x"); printExpr(r)
}

9.24. Visitor III.
• For the same functionality in Java using Visitor we need an interface:
[language=Java]
interface ExprVisitor<T> {
T visit(Num num);
T visit(Sum sum);
T visit(Prod prod);
}

• A common accept method in every subclasses of Expr:
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[language=Java]
abstract class Expr {
public <T> T accept(ExprVisitor<T> visitor) {visitor.visit(this);}
}

9.25. Visitor IV.
• And proper implementations of ExprVisitor:
[language=Java]
class EvalExpr implements ExprVisitor<Integer> {
public Integer visit(Num num) {
return num.getValue();
}
public Integer visit(Sum sum) {
return sum.getLeft().accept(this) + sum.getRight().accept(this);
}
...
}

9.26. Composite I.
• Composite is a design pattern to handle tree like data structures where leaf and branch nodes are treated
uniformly
• Defining such tree structures as ADT, they will have a common supertype what is the essence of this pattern
abstract class Product
case class Fries(p: Double) extends Product
case class Coke(p: Double) extends Product
case class Burger(p: Double) extends Product
case class Combo(p1: Product, p2: Product) extends Product

9.27. Composite II.
• In the original pattern, there is a common operation defined for both leafs and branches
• In this case this method is implemented using Pattern Matching as in the Visitor patter
def getPrice(p: Product): Double = p match {
case Fries(p) => p
case Coke(p) => p
case Burger(p) => p
case Combo(p1,p2) => getPrice(p1) + getPrice(p2)
}

9.28. Strategy I.
• The Strategy design pattern isolate algorithms in separate classes in order to have the ability to select different
algorithms at runtime
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• To achieve, an interface (strategy) and one implementation per algorithm (concrete strategy) is necessary
• The implementations (the concrete strategies) are used to parametrize a Context object

9.29. Strategy II.
• In languages where functions are first-class objects or where closures are available, Strategy pattern is
obvious
• Consider the following "taxing" example:
trait TaxPayer
case class Employee(sal: Long) extends TaxPayer
case class NonProfitOrg(funds: BigInt) extends TaxPayer
def calculateTax[T <: TaxPayer](victim: T, taxingStrategy: (T => long)) = {
taxingStrategy(victim)
}

9.30. Strategy III.
• The concrete strategy can be passed as a function now:
val employee = new Employee(1000)
def empStrategy(e: Employee) = Math.ceil(e.sal * .3) toLong
calculateTax(employee, empStrategy)
val npo = new NonProfitOrg(100000000)
calculateTax(nonProfit, ((t: TaxPayer) => 0)

9.31. Template method I.
• Template method pattern mandates that the template method must model the invariant part of the algorithm,
while the concrete classes will implement the variabilities that will be called back into the template method
• This pattern encourages implementation inheritance, which may lead to unnecessary coupling and brittle
hierarchies
• In functional languages this pattern can be easily implemented using higher-order functions instead of
inheritance

9.32. Template method II.
• Consider the following oversimplified example:
def doForAll[A, B](l: List[A], f: A => B): List[B] = l match {
case x :: xs => f(x) :: doForAll(xs, f)
case Nil => Nil
}

• This is called the "map" function in classical functional languages
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• Here the invariant part of the algorithm is the traversal of the list, while the hook is provided by the user
supplied function

9.33. Command
• In functional languages the Command pattern is invisible
• Simply replace Command classes with functions
class SimpleRemoteController {
var command = () => println("No command")
def buttonPressed() = command()
}
val myRemote = new SimpleRemoteController()
myRemote.command = () => println("Light on")
myRemote.buttonPressed()

9.34. Decorator and Chain of Responsibility I.
• If the functionality is provided as function then the patterns can be simplified to function composition
• Scala provides two easy ways to compose functions
• compose makes a new function that composes other functions: (f compose g)(x) == f(g(x))
• andThen is like compose, but calls the first function and then the second: (f andThen g)(x) == g(f(x))
def
def
val
val

addA(x:
addB(x:
addBA =
addAB =

String) = x + "A"
String) = x + "B"
addA _ compose addB _
addA _ andThen addB _

addBA("C") == "CBA"

9.35. Decorator and Chain of Responsibility II.
• A simple example for chain of request handlers:
class Request
case class PrintRequest(message : String) extends Request
def oneHandler(request: Request) = request match {
case PrintRequest(s) =>
if (s startsWith "1") println("One handled: " + s)
request
case _ =>
request
}

9.36. Decorator and Chain of Responsibility III.
def catchAllHandler(request: Request) = request match {
case PrintRequest(s) =>
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println("CatchAll handled: " + s)
request
case _ =>
request
}
val handler = oneHandler _ compose catchAllHandler _
handler (new PrintRequest("1 is better than zero"))
handler (new PrintRequest("but two is better than one"))

9.37. Iterator I.
• Iterator "provides a way to access elements of an aggregate object sequentially without exposing its
underlying representation"
• The traditional version of this design patterns is sometimes called external iterator. It is achieved by an
interface that present operations to
• initialize an iteration
• access the current element
• advance the next element
• test for completion
• As for external iteration, the design pattern is relevant in Scala as well

9.38. Iterator II.
• Another approach is the so called internal iterator
• This approach assigns responsibility for managing the traversal to the collection instead of the client
• This approach is easier to use but less flexible e.g. it is not possible for the iteration to affect the order in
which the elements are accessed
• The iteration has two aspect which can be easily achieved by higher-order functions: mapping and
accumulating

9.39. Iterator III.
• The easiest approach to achieve internal iteration in functional Scala is the usage of the traditional functions
of fold family (foldLeft, foldRight)
• Suppose we have a function f:(B,A)
B, that is, it takes a B and an A, and combines them to produce a B.
The fold starts with a B, and then feed our collection of A's into f one at a time, so at the end, we will have
some B
• foldLeft does it starting from the left end of the list
• foldRight starts from the right
• For example:
List(a1,a2,...,aN) foldLeft(b0)(f) -->
f( f( ... f( f(b0,a1) , a2 ) ... ), aN )
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9.40. Iterator IV.
• These functions provided for every Scala collection through the Traversable trait:
def foldLeft[B](z: B)(op: (B, A) => B): B
def foldRight[B](z: B)(op: (A, B) => B): B

• For example the sum function which summarize the elements of a list, can be written this way in Scala:
def sum(list: List[Int]): Int = list.foldLeft(0)((r,c) => r+c)

• Another advanced approaches utilize monads (see later) and applicative functors (Jeremy Gibbons and Bruno
C.d.S. Oliveira: The Essence of the Iterator Pattern)

9.41. Other GoF patterns
• The remaining GoF patterns can be split into three categories:
• Some of them become irrelevant in the case of immutable objects e.g
• Singleton
• Memento
• Some still relevant or can be implemented easier using other, non-functional features of Scala e.g.
• Adapter using traits instead of interfaces
• Some can be implemented using monads (see later) e.g.
• State
• Iterator
• Interpreter

9.42. 9.4 Monads
9.43. Effects in a purely functional language
• A language is purely functional if destructive modifications (updates) are not allowed, variables are used in a
mathematical sense, with identifiers referring to immutable, persistent values
• Pureness raises questions:
• How can be input/output performed?
• How can be global state managed?
• In the case of lazy evaluation how can be the order of evaluation ensured during IO?

9.44. Monads I.
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• The answer to these questions comes from Mathematics and it is called monad
• Monads defines a way of structuring functional programs
• In a functional language, a monad consists of:
• A type constructor M, that is a container type e.g. List or Option
• A function traditionally called return or unit
• An operator

which is pronounced "bind"

9.45. Monads II.
• A monad defines a computation which may have a state and a result value
• The type M[T] represent a computation which has the result type T
• The state of the computation is represented by the type constructor M

9.46. Monads III.
• For any value, there is a computation which "does nothing", but produces that result:
def unit[A](a: A) : M[A]

• The result of a computation can used to create a new computation by bind:
def bind[A, B](v: M[A])(f: A => M[B]) : M[B]

9.47. The Monad trait
• Let us enclose these functions to get a common trait:
trait Monad[+M[_]] {
def unit[A](a: A): M[A]
def bind[A, B](m: M[A])(f: A => M[B]): M[B]
}

9.48. Example: the "Maybe" monad I.
• Let us suppose that we perform a computation which either results in a value or results no value
• This can be using Scala's Option class. A method of return type Option[T] can return
• Some(T) or
• None
• Pattern matching must be used to check the result
match {
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case Some(x) => println(x)
case None => println("Problems")
}

9.49. Example: the "Maybe" monad II.
• If a series a series of computations is performed where each results in an Option, every intermediate value
must be checked
• The code will be cluttered by pattern matchings which cause unreadable and ugly source code ...
• ... or the so called "Maybe" or "Option" monadic pattern can be used
• Let us suppose for a moment that the Option class implements the Monad[Option] trait like this:
def unit[A](a: A) = Some(a)
def bind[A, B](opt: Option[A])(f: A => Option[B]) =
if (opt.isEmpty) None else f(opt.get)

9.50. Example: the "Maybe" monad III.
• Now a series of such computation can be expressed nicely:
unit(startVal)
bind (v0 => comp1(v0))
bind (v1 => comp2(v1))
bind (v2 => comp3(v2))
bind ...

• Here startVal has type T0 and compN takes some value of type Tn-1 and returns Option[Tn]

9.51. Monadic support in Scala I.
• In Scala monadic interface is provided by the language
• Instead of return or unit a class constructor or the apply method can be used:
new Some(1), Some(1), Option.apply(1), ...

• The bind method is called flatMap in Scala and provided by the Iterable trait
def flatMap [B](f : (A) => Iterable[B]) : Iterable[B]

9.52. Monadic support in Scala II.
• The monad support is completed by some syntactic sugar, the so called for-comprehension
val upper = for {
name
<- request.getParameter("name")
trimmed <- Some(name.trim)
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upper

<- Some(trimmed.toUpperCase)
if trimmed.length != 0
} yield upper
println(upper.getOrElse(""))

9.53. Monadic laws I.
• The unit and bind functions can be implemented many different ways
• What makes a monad monad?
• Three rules coming from the mathematical foundations of monads, the so called monad laws:
1. Left identity
2. Right identity
3. Associativity
• The unit and bind functions must obey these to gain a proper monad

9.54. Monadic laws II.
• Left identity
unit(x) flatMap f == f(x) // or equivalently
unit(x) flatMap {y=>f(y)} == f(x)

• Right identity
m flatMap unit == m // or equivalently
m flatMap {x=>unit(x)} == m

• Associativity
m flatMap g flatMap f == m flatMap {x=>g(x) flatMap f}

9.55. The "state" monad I.
• The "state" monad represents a computation which has a state besides its return value
• The type constructor holds a function in this case:
Function[S, (S, A)]

• Its two types parameters corresponding to the return value (A) and the state of the monad (S)

9.56. The "state" monad II.
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• The "state" monad needs some additional functions besides unit and bind to provide access to the state:
• The "get" method sets the result value to the state and leaves the state unchanged
• The "put" method sets the result value to Unit and sets the state value
• The "runState" method starts the computation with a given initial state

9.57. Implementation in Scala I.
sealed trait State[S, +A] {
def apply(s: S): (S, A)
def state[S, A](f: S => (S, A)): State[S, A] = new State[S, A] {
def apply(s: S) = f(s)
}
def flatMap[B](f: A => State[S, B]): State[S, B] = state(apply(_) match {
case (s, a) => f(a)(s)
})
...

9.58. Implementation in Scala II.
...
def get[S]: State[S, S] = state[S, S](s => (s, s))
def modify[S](f: S => S) = get[S] flatMap
(s => state(_ => (f(s), ())))
def put[S](s: S) = state[S, Unit](_ => (s, ()))
}

9.59. Example: Numbering the leafs of a tree structure
• A typical usage of the state monad is to map a function across an iterable data structure where the result
depended on the previous result (see the Iterator pattern)
• Consider the following binary leaf tree data type:
abstract class Tree[+A]
final case class Leaf[A](a: A) extends Tree[A]
final case class Branch[A](left: Tree[A], right: Tree[A]) extends Tree[A]

• For this example, consider that we wanted to number each leaf by adding 1 as we traverse left to right (at a
given starting value)

9.60. Example: continued
• Trivial solution of the problem, but the code is cluttered even in the case of this simple example:
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def number(seed: Int): (Tree[(A, Int)], Int) = this match {
case Leaf(x) => (Leaf(x, seed), seed + 1)
case Branch(left, right) => left number seed match {
case (l, ls) => {
right number ls match {
case (r, rs) => (Branch(l, r), rs)
}
}
}
}

9.61. Example: continued
• Implementing the same using the "state" monad with for-comprehension results in much clearer code:
def number: State[Int, Tree[(A, Int)]] = this match {
case Leaf(x) => for(s <- init[Int];
n <- modify((_: Int) + 1))
yield Leaf((x, s + 1))
case Branch(left, right) => for(l <- left.number;
r <- right.number)
yield Branch(l, r)
}

9.62. Monadic design patterns I.
• Maybe: used for computations that can fail
• Either: similar to Maybe, but it is usable to provide an exception/error message on fail. Traditionally, the
Either data structure is used for implementing it:
val l: Either[String, Int] = Left("flower")
val r: Either[String, Int] = Right(12)

• List: it is used for express nondeterminism. Representing return value as a list of simple values, it can express
failure (empty list), clear result (one element) or non-determinism (multiple elements)

9.63. Monadic design patterns II.
• State: emulate mutable reference
• Reader/Environment: for computations which read values from a shared environment (read-only state)
• Writer: a "side-channel" output or accumulation. Used for e.g. logging (write-only state)
• Continuation: manage non-local control flow (see call/cc)

9.64. Advanced example: parser combinators I.
• This is the functional equivalent of the parser part of the interpreter design pattern
• The interpreter part can be easily implemented using pattern matching
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• It is usually implemented as a combination of several monadic design pattern:
• The State monad to represent parser state and to achieve context sensitive parsing
• The List monad to achieve non-determinism
• The Either monad for handling errors

9.65. Primitive parsers in Scala
• The simplest parsers can be implicitly created from strings (e.g. a keyword)
• A simplest non-trivial parser is created by a regular expression. It accepts a string matching to the regular
expression and returns the matched string:
def identifier

= """[_\p{L}][_\p{L}\p{Nd}]*""".r

• If the return value is needed to be changed to a more proper type, the

combinator can be used:

def integer = """(0|[1-9]\d*)""".r ^^ { _.toInt }

9.66. Some parser combinators in Scala
• The parser combinator is used for sequential composition:
def loop = "for" ~ identifier ~ "in" ~ integer ~ "to" ~ integer ~ statement ^^ {...}

• For alternative composition the

parser combinator is used:

def statement = loop | block

• The * combinator applies the given parser to the input string as many times as possibly in sequence:
def statements = statement*

9.67. 9.5 Recursion patterns
9.68. The importance of recursion
• Recursion is a powerful technique for writing code that follows the structure of the data it processes
• By following the data's structure, recursion directly supports inductive reasoning about the program's
behavior and correctness ...
• ...and it can lead to code that is easier to write, modify, and read
• In functional programming recursion has of importance; in clean functional languages this is the only way to
express e.g. loops
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9.69. Roundabout
• Eugene Wallingford: Roundabout
• Roundabout is a pattern language for recursive programming
• It identifies 7 different recursion patterns in three different groups

9.70. The patterns of Roundabout
• The main pattern (the entry pattern of the language)
1. Structural Recursion
• Expansion patterns for structural recursion
1. Interface Procedure
2. Mutual Recursion
3. Accumulator Variable
4. Syntax Procedure
• Patterns to improve the programs generated by the first five patterns in the face of other forces such as runtime efficiency or name-space clutter
1. Local Procedure
2. Program Derivation

9.71. Structural Recursion I.
• Problem: How do you write a procedure that operates on a data element whose structure is specified
inductively?
• Solution: Write a recursive procedure. Have one case for each arm of the data specification. Make the
procedure a composed procedure if any of its cases is complex

9.72. Structural Recursion II.
• For example, suppose that you have specified a list of objects inductively as lists in Scala:
abstract class List[+A]
case object Nil extends List[Nothing]
case class ::[B](val hd: B, val tl: List[B]) extends List[B]

• To compute the length of a list of symbols, you would write:
def length(list: List[_]): Int = list match {
case Nil => 0
// base case
case _ :: tail => 1 + length(tail) // recursive case
}
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9.73. Structural Recursion III.
• Related Patterns:
• If a recursive case requires an extra argument, turn your procedure into an Interface Procedure (2)
• If one of your cases operates on another inductively-defined data element, you may need to use Mutual
Recursion (3)
• If several procedures collaborate to produce the answer, consider using an Accumulator Variable (4)
• If one of your cases deals with a data element that has several distinct parts, use a Syntax Procedure (5)

9.74. Interface Procedure I.
• Context: You are using Structural Recursion(1). Perhaps you have added an Accumulator Variable (4) to your
code in order to support the recursive call
• Problem: What should you do when a recursive call requires an extra argument?

9.75. Interface Procedure II.
• Motivation: Consider the procedure annotate, which takes a list of strings as an argument, for instance,
List("a", "b", "c") :: List[String]

and returns a list with each symbol annotated with its position in the list:
List(("a",1), ("b",2), ("c",2)) :: List[(String, Int)]

9.76. Interface Procedure III.
• Motivation continued: Following Structural Recursion (1), you could pass the current position down to each
recursive call:
def annotate1(list: List[_], position: Int): List[(_,Int)] = list match {
case Nil => Nil
case hd :: tl => (hd, position) :: annotate1(tl, (position + 1))
}

Adding the extra argument modifies the procedure's interface even if the language allows default parameters.

9.77. Interface Procedure V.
• Solution: Create two procedures. The first serves as the public interface to the computation and require only
arguments necessary. It immediately passes these arguments plus any other necessary arguments to the
second, a helper procedure that actually performs the computation:
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def annotate(list: List[_]): List[(_,Int)] = annotate1(list,1)

• Related Patterns: If use of the helper procedure results in undesirable consequences, try using a Local
Procedure (6) or Program Derivation (7) to eliminate it

9.78. Mutual Recursion I.
• Context: You are using Structural Recursion(1)
• Problem: What should you do when the data that you are recursing on is defined in terms of another
inductively-specified type?
• Motivation: Consider the procedure replace, which operates on List[ListExpression[String]]:
abstract class ListExpression[A]
case class Elem[B](val e: B)
extends ListExpression[B]
case class SubList[B](val l: List[ListExpression[B]])
extends ListExpression[B]

9.79. Mutual Recursion II.
• Motivation continued: replace takes three arguments: an object string, a target string, and a list of
ListExpressions. It returns a list identical in all respects to the original except that every occurrence of the
target string has been replaced with the object string. For example:
replace(List(Elem("a"),Elem("b"),
SubList(List(Elem("a"),Elem("b"),
SubList(List(Elem("b"),Elem("g"),Elem("r"))),
Elem("c")))))
// replace("a","b",("a","b",("b","g","r"),"c"))

9.80. Mutual recursion III.
• Solution: Use Structural Recursion (1) on both data definitions. Each procedure will invoke the other at the
corresponding point in the code. Give the helper procedure a name that indicates the data type on which it
operates:
def replace(n: String, o: String, list: List[ListExpression[String]]): ... = list
match {
case Nil => Nil
case hd::tl => replListExpr(n,o,hd)::replace(n,o,tl)
}

9.81. Mutual Recursion IV.
• Solution continued:
def replListExpr(n: String, o: String, expr: ListExpression[String]): ... = expr match
{
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case Elem(e) => if (e==o) Elem(n) else Elem(e)
case SubList(l) => SubList(replace(n,o,l))
}

• Related Patterns: If use of the helper procedure results in undesirable consequences, try using a Local
Procedure (6) or Program Derivation (7) to eliminate it

9.82. Accumulator Variable I.
• Context: You are using Structural Recursion (1). Perhaps you are using Mutual Recursion (3) to process
interdependent data types
• Problem: How do you handle a situation in which multiple procedures must collaborate to compute a result?

9.83. Accumulator Variable II.
• Motivation: Consider the procedure flatten, which operates on List[ListExpression[String]], as defined in
Mutual Recursion (3). flatten takes a list as an argument and returns a list of all strings in the argument, in the
order that they occur in the original list:
// flatten("a","b",("a","b",("b","g","r"),"c"))
flatten(List(Elem("a"),Elem("b"),
SubList(List(Elem("a"),Elem("b"),
SubList(List(Elem("b"),Elem("g"),Elem("r"))),
Elem("c")))))
=> List("a","b","a","b","b","g","r","c")

9.84. Accumulator Variable III.
• Motivation continued:
def flatten(list: List[ListExpr[String]]): List[String] = list match {
case Nil => Nil
case hd :: tl => flattenListExpr(hd) ++ flatten(tl)
}
def flattenListExpr(expr: ListExpr[String]): List[String] = expr match {
case Element(e) => List(e)
case SubList(l) => flatten(l)
}

9.85. Accumulator Variable IV.
• Problem: Append (

) is an expensive operation that results in O(

) run-time performance for flatten

• Solution: Use an accumulator variable. Make it a parameter on every procedure that plays a role in creating
the answer. When a procedure is computing its answer, it "adds" to the accumulator variable in some fashion
and returns the result. Make the top-level procedure an Interface Procedure (2) that calls a helper with the
initial value for the accumulator

9.86. Accumulator Variable V.
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• Solution continued:
def flatten(list: List[ListExpression[String]]): List[String] = flattenHelper(list,
Nil)
def flattenHelper(list, sofar) = list match {
case Nil => sofar
case hd::tl => flattenListExpr(hd, flattenHelper(tl, sofar))
}
def flattenListExpr(expr, sofar) = expr match {
case Element(e) => e::sofar // accumulate
case SubList(l) => flattenHelper(l, sofar)
}

9.87. Accumulator Variable VI.
• Related Patterns: If use of the helper procedure results in undesirable consequences, try using a Local
Procedure (6) or Program Derivation (7) to eliminate it

9.88. Syntax Procedure
• This pattern about how to eliminate structure-accessing code from the main function by moving them to
interface procedures
• This pattern is not relevant in Scala because there is pattern matching in the language
• Roundabout is for Scheme where this feature is not available

9.89. Local Procedure I.
• Context: You are using Structural Recursion (1) and have created one or more helper procedures
• Problem: How do you eliminate a helper whose only useful purpose is to assist another procedure, yet still
benefit from the abstraction that it provides?

9.90. Local Procedure II.
• Motivation: Oftentimes, the helper procedures produced by Interface Procedure (2) and Accumulator Variable
(4), in particular, are ones that no other piece of code can use. They are specialists created to support the
recursive technique being applied. No other procedure is likely to use them in any context. Consider, for
example, annotation1 in Interface Procedure (2)

9.91. Local Procedure III.
• Solution: Make the procedure local to its client. Remove any of its parameters that are not modified by the
procedure on its recursive calls, instead referring directly to the argument passed by the enclosing context
def annotate(list: List[_]): List[(_,Int)] = {
def annotate1(list, p) = list match {
case Nil => Nil
case hd :: tl => (hd, p) :: annotate1(tl, (p + 1))
}
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annotate1(list, 1)
}

9.92. Program Derivation I.
• Context: You are using Structural Recursion (1) and have created one or more helper procedures
• Problem: How do you get rid of a helper that was useful in the course of developing the code but which is
unnecessary to the final product?

9.93. Program Derivation II.
• Motivation: The replace procedure, produced by Mutual Recursion (3), was easy to create because we
followed the structure of the two inductive data definitions directly. It should be easy for readers of your code
to understand for the same reason. But that ease comes at the expense of extra procedure calls. replace now
makes two calls for each item in a list, instead of just one - even in situations where one call will suffice

9.94. Program Derivation III.
• Solution: Replace the procedure call with an application of its body to the arguments. Simplify the expression
by substituting the arguments for parameters throughout the procedure body:
def replace(n, o, list) = list match {
case Nil => Nil
case hd :: tl => (hd match {
case Elem(e) => if(e == o) Elem(n) else Elem(e)
case SubList(l) => SubList(replace(n, o, l))
}) :: replace(n, o, tl)
}

9.95. Program Derivation IV.
• Applicability: The derived procedure is nearly as readable as the two-procedure version, since you have
collected the repeated subterm into a single instance, but more efficient. However, the main question to
answer before applying it is, does the increased efficiency achieved more than offset the benefits of following
the inductive data definition (chiefly, readability and ease of modification)?
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